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In this work, we study higher bottomonia up to the nL = 8S , 6P, 5D, 4F, 3G multiplets using the modified
Godfrey-Isgur (GI) model, which takes account of color screening effects. The calculated mass spectra of
bottomonium states are in reasonable agreement with the present experimental data. Based on spectroscopy,
partial widths of all allowed radiative transitions, annihilation decays, hadronic transitions, and open-bottom
strong decays of each state are also evaluated by applying our numerical wave functions. Comparing our results
with the former results, we point out difference among various models and derive new conclusions obtained in
this paper. Notably, we find a significant difference between our model and the GI model when we study D, F,
and G and n ≥ 4 states. Our theoretical results are valuable to search for more bottomonia in experiments, such
as LHCb, and forthcoming Belle II.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Since J/ψ and Υ(1S ) were observed in 1974 and 1977 [1–
4], respectively, a heavy quarkonium has become an influen-
tial and attractive research field because its physical processes
cover the whole energy range of QCD. This energy range pro-
vides us an excellent place to study the properties of perturba-
tive and non-perturbative QCD [5]. An exhaustive and deeper
study of a heavy quarkonium helps people better understand
the QCD characteristics. Since the bottomonium family is
an important member of heavy quarkonia, people have made
great effort to investigate a bottomonium experimentally and
theoretically in the past years. Thirty years ago, a couple of
higher excited bottomonia have been experimentally observed
in succession, e.g., Υ(nS ) with the radial quantum numbers n
from 2 to 6 and P-wave spin-triplet states χbJ(1P) and χbJ(2P)
with J = 1, 2, 3 [3, 4, 6–11]. With the upgrade and improve-
ment of two B-Factories BaBar and Belle together with LHC,
new breakthroughs in experiments have been achieved in re-
cent years. First, the pseudoscalar partners ηb(1S ) and ηb(2S )
were identified by the BaBar Collaboration in 2008 and 2011,
respectively [12, 13]. Subsequently, the follow-up studies by
the CLEO [14, 15] and Belle Collaborations [16] confirmed
the existence of these two bottomonia, where Belle did the
most accurate measurements of the mass to date with values of
9402.4±1.5±1.8MeV and 9999.0±3.5+2.8−1.9MeV, respectively
[16]. The χb1(3P) state is a new state discovered by LHC in
the chain decay of χb1(3P) → γΥ(1S )/γΥ(2S ) → γµ+µ−
[17]. This state has been confirmed by the D∅ Collabo-
ration [18]. BaBar discovered a possible signal of the P-
wave spin-singlet hb(1P) state in 2011 [19], and subsequently,
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Belle firstly and successfully confirmed the observation of
the hb(1P) in the process of Υ(5S ) →π+π−hb(1P), where the
first radial excited state hb(2P) has been also observed with
mass value 10259.76 ± 0.64+1.43−1.03 MeV [20]. Thus, both the
ground and first radial excited states of the P-wave bottomo-
nium have been fully established experimentally. However,
this is not enough to make people satisfied because many of
experimental information is still incomplete, including the to-
tal width and branching ratios of some significant decay chan-
nels, which still require both of experimental and theoretical
efforts. With regard to the search for a D-wave bottomonium
in the experiments, there also has some progresses by the
CLEO and BaBar Collaborations [21, 22], where spin-triplet
Υ(13D2) was observed with a 5.8 σ significance while confir-
mation of Υ(13D1) and Υ(1
3D3) states is dubious on account
of lower significance [22].
Such plentiful experimental achievements in the bottomo-
nium family not only increase our motivation to search for
more higher excited bottomonia in future experiments but also
provide an excellent opportunity to test various theories and
phenomenological models. To better understand the proper-
ties of a bottomonium, both the progress of experimentalmea-
surements and the calculation of theoretical and phenomeno-
logical methods are necessary. The lattice QCD is usually
considered to be the most promising solution to the non-
perturbative difficulty in low energy regions. In principle, the
spectrum of the heavy quarkonium is directly obtained from
the lattice QCD, but actually, it is quite troublesome because
an additional large heavy quark mass mQ needs a tremendous
computational effort than that of the light quarkonium [23].
In spite of this, the lattice QCD still has an advantage in the
calculations of bottomonia [24, 25]. Before the lattice method
becomes more comprehensive than the past, the mass spec-
tra of hadrons are usually treated by the phenomenological
model, namely, potential model, which takes into account the
non-perturbative effects of QCD in the interaction potentials
and can give satisfactory results consistent with the experi-
ments.
In the past decades, a variety of potential models have
2been used to study the bottomonium system [26–45], among
which the most well-known model is the Godfrey-Isgur rel-
ativistic quark model. This model has been widely used in
the study from light mesons to heavy mesons [26, 46]. Re-
cently, Godfrey and Moats used the Godfrey-Isgur relativis-
tic quark model for systematically investigating the proper-
ties of the bb¯ system. This system contains a large number
of higher excited states, and they have given the results of
the production in e+e− and pp collisions so that experimen-
talists can look for and observe the most promising new bot-
tomonia [26] in future. However, this is similar to the case
of other meson families with abundant experimental informa-
tion. That is, high-lying states are related to the higher mass
values predicted by the GI model. In comparison with the
measured results of bb¯ states, one of the most salient parti-
cles of the model is the Υ(11020) or Υ(6S ) whose theoretical
mass value is about 100 MeV larger than the experimental
data. In Ref. [47], the present authors proposed a modified
GI model with color screening effects to investigate higher
excited charm-strange mesons. Namely, they have taken into
account the effect that the confinement potential is softened
by the influence of light quarks induced from the vacuum in
the long-range region [48], and have found that the addition
of this effect can well describe the properties of higher charm-
strange mesons. Hence, the recent study of bottomonia by the
GI model [26] motivates us to explore what different conclu-
sions can be drawn after considering screening effects in the
GI model. With this motivation, we will carry out a most com-
prehensive study on the properties of the bottomonium family
by the modified GI model with screening effects, primarily
focusing on the properties of higher excited states.
In this work, we calculate the mass spectra and decay be-
haviors of bottomonia using the modified GI model, including
computations of radiative transition, hadronic transition, an-
nihilation process, and OZI-allowed two-body strong decay,
where the meson wave functions also come from the modified
GI model. This model will be thoroughly introduced in the
next section. After the χ2 fit with abundant experimental in-
formation, we can give a fairly good description for the mass
spectra of bottomonia, where the masses of the higher excited
states have been dramatically improved compared with the es-
timates by the GI model [26]. At the same time, we also pre-
dict the mass values of higher bottomonia, which are valuable
for the experiments such as BaBar, Belle, and LHC to search
for these missing particles. From the mass spectra of bb¯ states,
we discuss bottomonia by dividing them into those below and
above open-bottom thresholds.
For the states below the threshold, since strong decay chan-
nels are not open, radiative transitions and annihilation de-
cays are usually dominant. Dipion hadronic transitions are, of
course, also major decay modes. Comparing calculated par-
tial widths of these modes with those of the GI model, we find
that the results between the two models are almost the same
for the low-lying states but are different from them for the
higher excited states such as 1F or 1G states. It is shown that
the screening effect has little influence on the low-lying states
but it is crucial for the higher states. For the states above the
threshold, we calculate the strong decays using the 3P0 model,
where we adopt a meson wave function numerically obtained
rather than the SHO wave function with a corresponding ef-
fective β value. Because the states above the threshold have
relatively large masses, an influence of the screening effect
becomes more obvious for these states and our results that are
largely different from the GI model should give a better pre-
diction for the higher excited states.
In addition, it is emphasized that the discussion and predic-
tion on the higher bottomonia are the main points of our work
derived from our calculations. We hope that the present in-
vestigation can not only reveal the inherent properties of the
observed bottomonia but also provide valuable clues to the
experimental search for more missing bb¯ states in the future.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we will give a
brief introduction to the modified GI model with the screening
effect and compare the results of the GI model and modified
GI model. With our mass spectrum, the bottomonium spec-
troscopy will be analyzed in this section. Combining informa-
tion of mass spectra and decay behaviors, we will study prop-
erties of the states bellow the BB¯ threshold and those above
the threshold in Secs. III and IV, respectively, where plen-
tiful predictions will be given. In Sec. V, we compare the
results between the modified GI model and a coupled-channel
quark model. We make a summary in Sec. VI. Finally, all
the theoretical tools of various decay processes and physical
quantities, like partial decay width, branching ratio, annihila-
tion decay, radiative transition, hadronic transition, and total
width, will be presented in Appendix A. A complete list of
interaction potentials of the modified GI model will be given
in Appendix B.
II. SPECTRUM
A. Modified GI model with a screening effect
In this work, we use the modified Godfrey-Isgur model
with a screening potential [47] to calculate bottomoniummass
spectrum and wave function, which will be employed in the
calculation of decay processes. The Godfrey-Isgur relativized
quark model [46] is one of the most successful model in pre-
dicting mass spectra of mesons. Even though the GI model
has achieved great success, for the higher orbital and radial
excitations, the predicted masses are larger on the whole than
the observed masses of newly discovered particles in recent
decades. Coupled-channel effects usually play an important
role for the higher excitations and a screening effect could
partly substitute the coupled-channel effect [49, 50]. In 1985,
Godfrey and Isgur proposed a relativized quark model moti-
vated by QCD [46]. Compared with other models, relativistic
corrections and universal one-gluon-exchange interaction as
well as linear confinement potential are the most important
features of this model. In the following, before presenting
our modified GI model, we will introduce the GI model one
by one. The Hamiltonian of a meson system is composed of
kinetic energy and interaction between quark and anti-quark,
3and kinetic energy adopts a relativistic form as
H0 =
√
p2 + m2
1
+
√
p2 + m2
2
, (1)
where m1 and m2 are constituent quark masses correspond-
ing to quark and anti-quark, respectively. The interaction be-
tween quark and anti-quark includes short-range one-gluon-
exchange potential G(r) and long-range confinement S (r),
spin-orbit interaction, color hyperfine interaction (contact and
tensor term). G(r) and S (r) have the following forms as
G(r) = −4αs(r)
3r
(2)
and
S (r) = br + c, (3)
where αs(r) is a running coupling constant. Relativistic con-
tributions are divided into two parts. Firstly, the model makes
a smearing transformation of G(r) and S (r). To express it
shortly, we use a general function symbol V(r) instead of G(r)
and S (r). A special operation follows as
V˜(r) =
∫
V(r′)ρ(r − r′)dr′3 (4)
with
ρ(r − r′) = σ
3
π
3
2
e−σ
2
(r − r′)2, (5)
whereσ is a smearing parameter. Second, an important reflec-
tion of relativistic effects lies in the momentum dependence
of interactions between quark and anti-quark. Therefore, a
momentum-dependent factor is brought into the interactions.
In this situations, a one-gluon-exchangepotentialG(r) is mod-
ified as
G˜(r)→
(
1 +
p2
E1E2
)1/2
G˜(r)
(
1 +
p2
E1E2
)1/2
. (6)
Tensor, contact, scalar spin-orbit, and vector spin-scalar terms
should be changed as
V˜(r)
m1m2
→
(
m1m2
E1E2
)1/2+εi V˜i(r)
m1m2
(
m1m2
E1E2
)1/2+εi
, (7)
where E1 and E2 are the energies of quark and anti-quark and
εi corresponds to i-th type of interactions (εc, εt, εsov, and
εsos). We readily notice that in the non-relativistic limit the
factors become unity, and particular values of εi can be ob-
tained from Table I.
After a brief review of the GI model, we will introduce
a modified GI model with a screening potential. Our previ-
ous work [47] presented the modified GI model with a color
screening effect and revisited the properties of charm-strange
mesons, subsequently, charm mesons have been also studied
in the framework of the modified GI model [51], where higher
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FIG. 1: Comparison of confinement potential curves of the modified
GI model with screening effects and the GI model. Our screening
effect parameter µ is 0.07426 GeV and other confinement parameters
b and c are found in Table I.
excitations have been greatly improved. A screening effect
can be achieved by modifying a confinement potential as
br → b (1 − e
−µr)
µ
, (8)
where µ is a parameter which expresses the strength of a
screening effect. As described in the preceding paragraphs,
the modified confinement potential Eq. (8) also needs rel-
ativistic corrections. Details of techniques can be found in
Ref. [47], and a complete list of the interaction potentials in
the modified GI model are listed in Appendix B. It is worth
mentioning that the modified GI model also employs simple
harmonic oscillator (SHO) wave functions which can be con-
sidered as a complete basis set to expand exact meson wave
functions. In the momentum space, an SHO wave function
has the form
ΨnLML (p) = RnL(p, β)YLML (Ωp) (9)
with
RnL(p, β) =
(−1)n−1(−i)L
β3/2
√
2(n−1)!
Γ(n+L+1/2)
(
p
β
)L
(10)
×e
−p2
2β2 L
L+1/2
n−1
(
p2
β2
)
,
where YLML (Ωp) is a spherical harmonic function, L
L+1/2
n−1
(
p2
β2
)
is an associated Laguerre polynomial, and β is a parameter
of an oscillator radial wave function. In the next subsection,
we calculate bottomonium mass spectra via the modified GI
model, which help us well understand the bb¯ family and are
also used for the subsequent decay processes.
B. Mass spectrum
Due to the introduction of a new parameter µ in our modi-
fied GI model, we need to combine experimental information
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FIG. 3: The radial wave functions of the S -wave Υ(nS ) state in the position space, which includes radial quantum number from one to eight.
The orange and black curves represent the results from our modified GI model and GI model, respectively .
to scale all available model parameters. At the same time, the
richness of bottomonia in the experiment also provides us with
an excellent opportunity to determine these model parameters,
where the χ2 fitting method is adopted. The χ2 fitting method
is to find the minimum χ2 value, thereby, to obtain a set of
corresponding fitting parameters in which the theoretical pre-
dictions of phenomenological model and experimental results
are most consistent on the whole. χ2 is defined as
χ2 =
∑
i
(VExp(i) −VTh(i)
VEr(i)
)2
, (11)
where theVExp(i),VTh(i) andVEr(i) are experimental value,
theoretical value and error of i-th data, respectively. We select
eighteen bottomonia to fit our model parameters as shown in
5TABLE I: Parameters of the modified GI relativistic quark model
with screening effects in bottomonium system.
Parameter Modified GI model GI model [46]
ǫsov -0.04098 -0.035
ǫc -0.15384 -0.168
ǫt 0.02597 0.025
ǫsos 0.05777 0.055
mb 5.027 4.977
b 0.21355 0.18
c -0.36804 -0.253
µ 0.07426 -
TABLE II: Experimentally observed mass values of bottomonia
which are used to calculate the minimu χ2 and to obtain the model
parameters listed in Table I. Experimental values and errors in the
fitting are listed in the last two columns, respectively. The notation
n in the χ2/n is the number of selected particles here (= 18) and all
mass values are in units of MeV.
States n2S+1LJ This work GI [46] Experiment [52] Error
ηb(1S ) 1
1S 0 9398 9394 9399 ± 2.3 5.0
ηb(2S ) 2
1S 0 9989 9975 9999 ± 3.5+2.8−1.9 5.0
Υ(1S ) 13S 1 9463 9459 9460.3 ± 0.26 5.0
Υ(2S ) 23S 1 10017 10004 10023.3 ± 0.31 5.0
Υ(3S ) 33S 1 10356 10354 10355.2 ± 0.5 5.0
Υ(4S ) 43S 1 10612 10633 10579.4 ± 1.2 5.0
Υ(10860) 53S 1 10822 10875 10881.8
+1.0
−1.1 ± 1.2 5.0
Υ(11020) 63S 1 11001 11092 11003.0 ± 1.1+0.9−1.0 5.0
hb(1P) 1
1P1 9894 9881 9899.3 ± 0.8 5.0
hb(2P) 2
1P1 10259 10250 10259.8 ± 0.5 ± 1.1 5.0
χb0(1P) 1
3P0 9858 9845 9859.4 ± 0.42 ± 0.31 5.0
χb0(2P) 2
3P0 10235 10225 10232.5 ± 0.4 ± 0.5 5.0
χb1(1P) 1
3P1 9889 9875 9892.8 ± 0.26 ± 0.31 5.0
χb1(2P) 2
3P1 10255 10246 10255.5 ± 0.22 ± 0.50 5.0
χb1(3P) 3
3P1 10527 10537 10512.1 ± 2.1 ± 0.9 5.0
χb2(1P) 1
3P2 9910 9896 9912.2 ± 0.26 ± 0.31 5.0
χb2(2P) 2
3P2 10269 10261 10268.7 ± 0.22 ± 0.50 5.0
Υ(1D) 13D2 10162 10147 10163.7 ± 1.4 5.0
χ2/n 11.3 31.4
Table II that have been established in the experiments. In this
Table, all experimental masses are taken from PDG [52] and a
uniform value ofVEr(i) = 5.0 MeV is chosen as a fitting error
for all the states, which is larger than their respective experi-
mental uncertainty. The reason is that the experimental errors
of these particles are relatively small and unevenly distributed.
In other words, if the error of a particle is much smaller than
TABLE III: The mass spectrum of the predicted bottomonia. All
mass values are in units of MeV.
States This work GI [46] States This work GI [46]
ηb(3
1S 0) 10336 10333 Υ1(4
3D1) 10871 10927
ηb(4
1S 0) 10597 10616 Υ2(4
3D2) 10876 10934
ηb(5
1S 0) 10810 10860 Υ3(4
3D3) 10880 10939
ηb(6
1S 0) 10991 11079 ηb2(5
1D2) 11046 11143
ηb(7
1S 0) 11149 11281 Υ1(5
3D1) 11041 11137
Υ(73S 1) 11157 11294 Υ2(5
3D2) 11045 11143
ηb(8
1S 0) 11289 11470 Υ3(5
3D3) 11049 11148
Υ(83S 1) 11296 11481 hb3(1
1F3) 10366 10354
hb(3
1P1) 10530 10540 χb2(1
3F2) 10362 10350
χb0(3
3P0) 10513 10521 χb3(1
3F3) 10366 10354
χb2(3
3P2) 10539 10549 χb4(1
3F4) 10369 10358
hb(4
1P1) 10751 10790 hb3(2
1F3) 10609 10619
χb0(4
3P0) 10736 10773 χb2(2
3F2) 10605 10615
χb1(4
3P1) 10749 10787 χb3(2
3F3) 10609 10619
χb2(4
3P2) 10758 10797 χb4(2
3F4) 10612 10622
hb(5
1P1) 10938 11013 hb3(3
1F3) 10812 10853
χb0(5
3P0) 10926 10998 χb2(3
3F2) 10809 10849
χb1(5
3P1) 10936 11010 χb3(3
3F3) 10812 10853
χb2(5
3P2) 10944 11020 χb4(3
3F4) 10815 10856
hb(6
1P1) 11101 11218 hb3(4
1F3) 10988 11066
χb0(6
3P0) 11090 11204 χb2(4
3F2) 10985 11063
χb1(6
3P1) 11099 11215 χb3(4
3F3) 10988 11066
χb2(6
3P2) 11106 11224 χb4(4
3F4) 10990 11069
ηb2(1
1D2) 10163 10148 ηb4(1
1G4) 10534 10530
Υ1(1
3D1) 10153 10137 Υ3(1
3G3) 10533 10528
Υ3(1
3D3) 10170 10155 Υ4(1
3G4) 10535 10530
ηb2(2
1D2) 10450 10450 Υ5(1
3G5) 10536 10532
Υ1(2
3D1) 10442 10441 ηb4(2
1G4) 10747 10770
Υ2(2
3D2) 10450 10449 Υ3(2
3G3) 10745 10769
Υ3(2
3D3) 10456 10455 Υ4(2
3G4) 10747 10770
ηb2(3
1D2) 10681 10706 Υ5(2
3G5) 10748 10772
Υ1(3
3D1) 10675 10698 ηb4(3
1G4) 10929 10988
Υ2(3
3D2) 10681 10705 Υ3(3
3G3) 10928 10986
Υ3(3
3D3) 10686 10711 Υ4(3
3G4) 10929 10988
ηb2(4
1D2) 10876 10934 Υ5(3
3G5) 10931 10989
the others, its mass will be too precise so that it is unfavor-
able to the overall fitting. The final fitting χ2 value is given as
11.3 in conjunction with a uniform error and all correspond-
ing fitting parameters of the modified GI model are listed in
Table I, where parameters of the GI model are also given for
comparison.
In Table II, the theoretical mass values of the GI model are
also listed and the corresponding χ2 value is calculated to be
31.4. Comparing χ2 values, one can easily see that the fit-
ted modified GI model well improves the whole description
6of the bottomonium spectrum. Although the GI model was
successful in investigating the bottomonium spectrum, com-
paring with the observed masses, there are two main short-
comings in the theoretical estimation of the GI model. The
first one is that the theoretical mass values of low-lying states
are universally 10-20 MeV smaller than the expeimental val-
ues. The second is that the theoretical predictions for higher
excited states become larger than the experiments. This is
because the screening effect is not taken into account, espe-
cially for the Υ(6S ) state whose mass difference is close to
100 MeV. It is worth mentioning that the experimental mass
value ofΥ(10860) orΥ(5S ) state is overestimated. That is, the
recent BaBar experiment tends to give a 30 MeV higher than
the initial experimental value [52]. This means that the theo-
retical prediction of the modified GI model for this state will
be inevitably small and this can also explain why the fitted χ2
value can not be much smaller. In fact, other studies of non-
relativistic potential models that consider a screening effect
[28, 29, 43] are also not very satisfactory for the description
of this state, Υ(5S ). Except for Υ(10860), our results for the
bottomonium spectrum are pretty good that can be seen from
Table II. Our model not only solves the two above shortcom-
ings of the GI model but also gives a fairly precise theoretical
estimate, where the calculated mass values of many particles
are almost the same as experimental results within the fitting
errors. Based on our excellent description for the bottomo-
nium spectrum with experimental information, we also pre-
dict the mass values for higher bottomonia from S -wave to
G-wave that have not yet been observed in Table III.
In order to facilitate readers to understand the bottomonia
more intuitively, the mass spectra are also shown in Fig. 2,
which could give an overall grasp of the spectroscopy and is
convenient for the comparison among the results of two mod-
els and experiments. As seen from Fig. 2, after introducing
the screening effect, the impact of a screening potential on
the ground states and low-lying states is not so obvious. In
contrast, the screening effect begins to be important in the re-
gion of higher excited states, especially for those with larger
radial quantum numbers n. The greater the n value the more
prominent this effect is because of the more and more obvi-
ous mass differences between the GI model and modified GI
model. This feature can also be reflected from the wave func-
tion of bottomonia and we take the S -wave Υ family as an
example, whose radial wave functions are shown in Fig. 3.
Here the wave functions of the Υ(mS ) with m = 1, · · · , 4 are
almost undistinguishable but the higher radial excited states
appear to be visibly different in the positions of nodes and
radial distributions. Of course, to thoroughly understand the
impact of the screening effect and the nature of the bottomo-
nium family, we need to analyze their decay behaviors, which
is also the main task of the later sections.
III. ANALYSIS OF STATES BELOW OPEN-BOTTOM
THRESHOLDS
A. The ηb states
The ηb family with a quantum number
1S 0 is the part-
ner of spin-triplet Υ states. The ground state ηb(1S ) and ra-
dial excited state ηb(2S ) have been established in the exper-
iment, and their measured average masses are 9399.0 ± 2.3
MeV and 9999 ± 3.5+2.8−1.9 MeV [52], respectively, which are
in pretty good agreement with our theoretical values in Ta-
ble II. There is a more interesting physical quantity, i.e., the
hyperfine mass splitting between the spin-singlet and spin-
triplet states ∆m(nS ) = m[Υ(nS )]−m[ηb(nS )], which reflects
the spin-dependent interaction and can be used to test various
theoretical models. For the 1S state, our theoretical result of
hyperfine mass splitting is 65 MeV within the upper limit of
error, which is well consistent with the experimental result of
62.3 ± 3.2 MeV [52] and the lattice calculation of 60.3 ± 7.7
MeV [53]. The ∆m(2S ) from our modified GI model is esti-
mated as 28 MeV which is also equally well consistent with
the measured value of 24.3+4.0−4.5 MeV [16] and the lattice com-
putation of 23.5 − 28.0 MeV [53]. It is worth mentioning that
the predicted mass splittings from the GI model and our mod-
ified GI model are exactly the same, although there are some
differences in the respective masses.
Together with the successful description for the mass of ηb
system, we also explore their decay behaviors. We list partial
widths and branching ratios of electromagnetic decays, an-
nihilation decay, and hadronic transitions for ηb states below
the open-bottom thresholds from ηb(1S ) up to ηb(4S ) in Table
VI. Here, the OZI-allowed two-body strong decay channels
do not yet open so that the annihilation into the two gluons
is dominant, whose corresponding branching ratio is almost
100%. From Table VI, we see that the decay widths from our
modified GI model are not so different from those of the GI
results [26]. This is because screening effects are weak for
the wave function of low-lying states as discussed in Section.
TABLE IV: The mass values of the bottom and bottom-strange
mesons involved in the present calculation. Because of the tiny mea-
sured mass difference between B± and B0, we use the experimental
mass of B0 as an input, i.e., B(1
1S 0) meson.
State n2S+1LJ Input mass (MeV)
B 11S 0 5280 [52]
B∗ 13S 1 5325 [52]
B(13P0) 1
3P0 5700
B(1P1) cos(θ)|11P1〉 + sin(θ)|13P1〉 5717
B(1P′
1
) − sin(θ)|11P1〉 + cos(θ)|13P1〉 5726 [52]
B(13P2) 1
3P2 5740 [52]
Bs 1
1S 0 5367 [52]
B∗s 1
3S 1 5415 [52]
7TABLEV: The calibration of the parameter γ in the 3P0 model. ΓExp.
and ΓT h. denote the experimental and theoretical widths, respectively.
ΓError represents fitting error. For bb¯ system, we obtain γ = 7.09 with
χ2/n = 1.2229 where n = 3. All width results are in units of MeV.
Bottomonium ΓExp. [52] ΓT h. ΓError
Υ(4S ) 20.5 ± 2.5 24.6747 2.5
Υ(10860) 48.5+1.9+2.0−1.8−2.8 45.5839 3.33
Υ(11020) 39.3+1.7+1.3−1.6−2.4 38.3302 2.88
γ 7.09
II. The decay predictions of ηb(1S ) and ηb(2S ) are also con-
sistent with those of nonrelativistic constituent quark model
[27].
For the two unobserved ηb(3S ) and ηb(4S ) state, we pre-
dict the masses of 10336 and 10597 MeV and total widths
of 5.52 and 4.07 MeV, respectively. The corresponding hy-
perfine mass splitting ∆m(3S ) is 20 MeV while the result of
nonrelativistic constituent quark model [27] is 19 MeV, and
our estimate for ∆m(4S ) is 15 MeV. These predictions require
further validation by the future experiments. In addition to
the dominant two gluon annihilation decay, some other possi-
ble main decay channels of ηb(3S ) are ηb(1S )ππ and hb(2P)γ,
both of which have almost the same branching ratios. The
decay mode hb(1P)γ is also estimated to be important in our
calculation, but the corresponding prediction of nonrelativis-
tic constituent quark model [27] is two orders of magnitude
smaller than our result. Similarly, the hadronic transition to
ηb(1S )ππ and E1 radiative transition to hb(3P)γ are predicted
to be important decay modes of ηb(4S ) with the branching ra-
tios of (9.1 × 10−3) and (3.7 × 10−4), respectively.
B. The Υ states
From Fig. 2, we can see clearly that Υ(4S ) state is slightly
above the open-bottom threshold. Hence, the states below the
thresholds are onlyΥ(1S ),Υ(2S ), andΥ(3S ), which were first
discovered bottomonia together in the E288 Collaboration at
Fermilab by studying produced muon pairs in a regime of in-
variant masses larger than 5 GeV [3, 4]. At present, these
three particles do not bring much controversy due to the high
accuracy of the experimental measurements for their masses,
which can be usually matched by the calculation of most of the
potential models and the lattice QCD. The mass differences
between our theoretical estimates and experimental center val-
ues for these three states are 3, 5 and 1 MeV, respectively,
which also indicates the reliability of our modified GI quark
model in the mass spectrum. In addition, the BaBar collabora-
tion [54] measured the level difference m[Υ(3S )] − m[Υ(2S )]
with 331.50 ± 0.02 ± 0.13 MeV. Our corresponding theoreti-
cal result of 339 MeV is also in good agreement with that of
BaBar.
Partial widths and branching ratios of electromagnetic de-
cays, annihilation decay, and hadronic transitions and the total
widths for Υ(1S ), Υ(2S ), and Υ(3S ) are listed in Table VII.
Compared with the S -wave spin-singlet ηb family, the experi-
mental information of the spin-triplet Υ states is clearly much
more abundant, which includes total widths and partial rates
of most of the decay processes. Next, we firstly start from the
analysis of the common decay properties of Υ(1S ), Υ(2S ),
and Υ(3S ). From Table VII, the annihilation decay to three
gluons is dominant since each branching ratio is 89%, 63.8%
and 58.7% from our model, respectively, and the contributions
to the total width from other three annihilation decay modes
ℓ+ℓ−, γgg, and γγγ are much smaller. Especially, the γγγ de-
cay is difficult to search for in the experiment due to the very
small branching ratio, the 10−5 ∼ 10−6 order of magnitude,
and leptonic annihilation decay and γgg decay modes have al-
most the same predicted partial widths. All the experimental
widths and branching ratios basically agree with our theoret-
ical calculations although the errors in Υ(3S ) state are large.
Additionally, it needs to be emphasized that the experimental
partial widths marked as b shown in Table VII are obtained by
combining measured total widths and branching ratios of the
PDG [52].
The M1 radiative transition Υ(1S )→ ηb(1S )γ is the unique
electromagnetic decay of Υ(1S ) state, which has no experi-
mental information until now. The calculations of three mod-
els, our work and Refs. [26, 27] give a consistent estimate,
0.01 keV. Numerous radiative decay modes are opened for
Υ(2S ) including the transition to χbJ(1P), all of which are
measured by experiment. By comparison, we can see that
the experimental data of radiative transition of Υ(2S ) can be
well reproduced by our model and that of Refs. [26, 27] ex-
cept for the decay channel ηb(1S )γ. It should be mentioned
that the calculations of branching ratios by the nonrelativistic
constituent quark model [27] adopt the measured total widths,
which is the reason why our theoretical results are smaller but
the estimates of partial widths are close to the vlaues of Ref.
[27]. At last, the hadronic transition Υ(2S )→ Υ(13S 1)ππ has
been used to fix the unknownmodel parameterC1 in the QCD
multipole expansion approach, Eq. (A11) in Appendix A.
There are some difficulties in the theoretical description of
Υ(3S ) as a whole. Our theoretical total width of Υ(3S ) is
35.8 keV, which is larger than the PDG result of 20.32 ± 1.85
keV. The excess mainly comes from the annihilation mode
of ggg and hadronic mode of Υ(1S )ππ. Considering the un-
certainty of the phenomenological models, we make a com-
parison in radiative transitions by using experimental partial
widths rather than directly measured branching ratios. Our
predictions for χbJ(2P)γ are satisfactory and in spite of some
deviations, the χbJ(1P)γ and ηb(1S )γ modes can be ensured
in the order of magnitude.
C. The P-wave χbJ and hb states
The P-wave states χbJ(1P) and χbJ(2P) with J = 1, 2, 3
were firstly discovered in the search for the radiative processes
Υ(2S )→ χbJ(1P)γ [10] and Υ(3S )→ χbJ(2P)γ [11] in 1982.
The corresponding spin-singlet partners hb(1P) and hb(2P)
8TABLE VI: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation decay, radiative transition, and hadronic transition and total widths for the
S -wave ηb below the open-bottom thresholds. Experimental results are taken from the PDG [52]. The theoretical results of the Godfrey-Isgur
relativized quark model [26] and the nonrelativistic constituent quark model [27] are summarized in the rightmost columns. The width results
are in units of keV.
This work Expt. [52] GI [26] Ref. [27]
State Channels Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%)
ηb(1S ) gg 17.9 MeV ∼100 · · · · · · 16.6 MeV ∼100 20.18 MeV ∼100
γγ 1.05 5.87 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.94 5.7 × 10−3 0.69 3.42 × 10−3
Total 17.9 MeV 100 10+5−4 MeV · · · 16.6 MeV 100 20.18 MeV 100
ηb(2S ) gg 8.33 MeV ∼100 · · · · · · 7.2 MeV ∼100 10.64 MeV 99.86
γγ 0.489 5.86 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.41 5.7 × 10−3 0.36 3.38 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 2.467 2.96 × 10−2 · · · · · · 2.48 3.4 × 10−2 2.85 2.68 × 10−2
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.0706 8.47 × 10−4 · · · · · · 0.068 9.4 × 10−4 0.045 4.22 × 10−4
ηb(1
1S 0)ππ 10.3 0.124 · · · · · · 12.4 0.17 11.27 0.1058
Total 8.34 MeV 100 <24 MeV · · · 7.2 MeV 100 10.66 MeV 100
ηb(3S ) gg 5.51 MeV ∼100 · · · · · · 4.9 MeV ∼100 7.94 MeV 99.93
γγ 0.323 5.85 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.29 5.9 × 10−3 0.27 3.4 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 1.12 2.03 × 10−2 · · · · · · 1.3 2.6 × 10−2 0.0084 1.06 × 10−4
hb(2
1P1)γ 2.88 5.22 × 10−2 · · · · · · 2.96 6 × 10−2 2.60 3.27 × 10−3
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.0732 1.33 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.074 1.5 × 10−3 0.0051 6.42 × 10−4
Υ(23S 1)γ 0.0111 2.01 × 10−4 · · · · · · 0.0091 1.8 × 10−4 0.0092 1.16 × 10−4
ηb(1
1S 0)ππ 3.18 5.76 × 10−2 · · · · · · 1.70 ± 0.22 3.5 × 10−2 1.95 2.45 × 10−3
ηb(2
1S 0)ππ 0.501 9.08 × 10−3 · · · · · · 1.16 ± 0.10 2.4 × 10−2 0.34 4.28 × 10−3
Total 5.52 MeV 100 · · · · · · 4.9 MeV 100 7.95 MeV 100
ηb(4S ) gg 4.03 MeV 99 · · · · · · 3.4 MeV ∼100 · · · · · ·
γγ 0.237 5.82 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.20 5.9 × 10−3 · · · · · ·
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.688 1.69 × 10−2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
hb(2
1P1)γ 0.732 1.8 × 10−2 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
hb(3
1P1)γ 1.50 3.69 × 10−2 · · · · · · 1.24 3.6 × 10−2 · · · · · ·
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.0594 1.46 × 10−3 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Υ(23S 1)γ 0.0141 3.46 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Υ(33S 1)γ 0.00308 7.57 × 10−5 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ηb(1
1S 0)π
+π− 24.6 0.604 · · · · · · 2.03 ± 0.29 6 × 10−2 · · · · · ·
ηb(2
1S 0)π
+π− 0.183 4.5 × 10−3 · · · · · · 1.9 ± 0.36 5.6 × 10−2 · · · · · ·
Total 4.07 MeV 100 · · · · · · 3.4 MeV 100 · · · · · ·
had been missing until 2012, which were firstly observed by
the Belle collaboration at the same time [20]. In the same
year, 2012, the Large Hadron Collider brought good news
about the confirmation of the first observed 3P bottomonium
state χb1(3P) in the chain decay of the radiative transition to
Υ(1S )γ and Υ(2S )γ and to Υ(1S , 2S ) → µ+µ−. This experi-
ment reported the measured mass of 10530± 5± 9 MeV [17],
whose central value is consistent with our theoretical predic-
tion of 10527 MeV in Table II although statistical and sys-
tematic uncertainties are relatively large. Several subsequent
measurements from LHCb give a mass value about 15 MeV
less than that in Ref. [17], which are incompatible with the
predictions of most of the potential models. Therefore, fur-
ther study on χb1(3P) in more experiments is necessary. Fur-
thermore, the predicted masses of other 3P states are listed in
Table III. Table II shows that our theoretical masses for all of
1P and 2P states are in remarkable agreement with the exper-
iments with the error of less than 5 MeV, which again proves
the validity of the modified GI model with a screening effect.
Partial widths and branching ratios of radiative transi-
tion, annihilation decay, and hadronic transition and the to-
tal widths for 1P to 3P bottomonium states are successively
given in Tables VIII-XI. Because there are currently no mea-
sured total widths or partial widths available for the observed
1P and 2P states, we will analyze the decay properties of P-
wave bottomonium states directly from the branching ratios.
9TABLE VII: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation decay, radiative transition, and hadronic transition and total widths for the
S -wave Υ below the open-bottom thresholds. Experimental results are taken from the PDG [52]. The theoretical results of the GI model [26]
and the nonrelativistic constituent quark model [27] are summarized in the rightmost columns. The width results are in units of keV.
This work Expt. [52] GI [26] Ref. [27]
State Channels Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%)
Υ(1S ) ℓ+ℓ− 1.65 2.89 1.340 ± 0.018 2.38 ± 0.11 1.44 2.71 0.71 1.31
ggg 50.8 89 44.13 ± 1.09b 81.7 ± 0.7 47.6 89.6 41.63 77.06
γgg 1.32 2.31 1.19 ± 0.33b 2.20 ± 0.60 1.2 2.3 0.79 1.46
γγγ 1.94 × 10−5 3.4 × 10−5 · · · · · · 1.7 × 10−5 3.2 × 10−5 3.44 × 10−6 6.37 × 10−6
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 0.00952 1.67 × 10−2 · · · · · · 0.010 1.9 × 10−2 0.00934 1.73 × 10−2
Total 57.1 100 54.02 ± 1.25 · · · 53.1 100 44.6 a · · ·
Υ(2S ) ℓ+ℓ− 0.821 1.84 0.612 ± 0.011 1.91 ± 0.16 0.73 1.8 0.37 1.16
ggg 28.4 63.8 18.80 ± 1.59b 58.8 ± 1.2 26.3 65.4 24.25 75.83
γgg 0.739 1.66 0.60 ± 0.10b 1.87 ± 0.28 0.68 1.7 0.46 1.44
γγγ 1.09 × 10−5 2.45 × 10−5 · · · · · · 9.8 × 10−6 2.4 × 10−5 2.00 × 10−6 6.25 × 10−6
χb0(1
3P0)γ 0.907 2.04 1.22 ± 0.16b 3.8 ± 0.4 0.91 2.3 1.09 3.41
χb1(1
3P1)γ 1.60 3.60 2.21 ± 0.22b 6.9 ± 0.4 1.63 4.05 1.84 5.75
χb2(1
3P2)γ 1.86 4.18 2.29 ± 0.22b 7.15 ± 0.35 1.88 4.67 2.08 6.50
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 0.0688 0.155 0.012 ± 0.005b (3.9 ± 1.5) × 10−2 0.081 0.20 0.0565 0.18
ηb(2
1S 0)γ 5.82 × 10−4 1.31 × 10−3 · · · · · · 5.9 × 10−4 1.5 × 10−3 5.80 × 10−4 1.81 × 10−3
Υ(13S 1)ππ 8.46 19 8.46 ± 0.71b 26.45 ± 0.48 8.46 21.0 8.57 26.80
Total 44.5 100 31.98 ± 2.63 · · · 40.2 100 39.5a · · ·
Υ(3S ) ℓ+ℓ− 0.569 1.59 0.443 ± 0.008 2.18 ± 0.21 0.53 1.8 0.27 1.33
ggg 21.0 58.7 7.25 ± 0.85b 35.7 ± 2.6 19.8 67.9 18.76 92.32
γgg 0.547 1.53 0.20 ± 0.04b 0.97 ± 0.18 0.52 1.8 0.36 1.77
γγγ 8.04 × 10−6 2.25 × 10−5 · · · · · · 7.6 × 10−6 2.6 × 10−5 1.55 × 10−6 7.63 × 10−6
χb0(1
3P0)γ 0.0099 2.77 × 10−2 0.055 ± 0.010b 0.27 ± 0.04 0.01 0.03 0.15 0.74
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.0363 0.101 0.018 ± 0.010b (9 ± 5) × 10−2 0.05 0.2 0.16 0.79
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.359 1.0 0.20 ± 0.03b 0.99 ± 0.13 0.45 1.5 0.0827 0.41
χb0(2
3P0)γ 1.06 2.96 1.20 ± 0.16b 5.9 ± 0.6 1.03 3.54 1.21 5.96
χb1(2
3P1)γ 1.96 5.47 2.56 ± 0.34b 12.6 ± 1.2 1.91 6.56 2.13 10.48
χb2(2
3P2)γ 2.37 6.62 2.66 ± 0.41b 13.1 ± 1.6 2.30 7.90 2.56 12.60
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 0.0604 0.169 0.010 ± 0.002b (5.1 ± 0.7) × 10−2 0.060 0.20 0.057 0.28
ηb(2
1S 0)γ 0.0118 3.3 × 10−2 < 0.014b <0.062 (90%C.L) 0.19 0.65 0.011 5.41 × 10−2
ηb(3
1S 0)γ 3.37 × 10−4 9.4 × 10−4 · · · · · · 2.5 × 10−4 8.6 × 10−4 6.58 × 10−4 3.24 × 10−3
Υ(13S 1)ππ 6.17 17.2 1.34 ± 0.13b 6.57 ± 0.15 1.34 4.60 1.77 8.71
Υ(23S 1)ππ 0.479 1.34 0.95 ± 0.10b 4.67 ± 0.23 0.95 3.3 0.42 2.07
Total 35.8 100 20.32 ± 1.85 · · · 29.1 100 28.5 a · · ·
.
aFrom the summation of partial widths of Ref. [27].
bFrom the calculation of combining experimental total widths and branching
ratios of the PDG [52].
For 1P states, there are actually not many open decay chan-
nels and the annihilation processes of multi-gluon or hybrid
qq¯g final state have dominant contributions to the total width.
As for radiative transitions, the CLEO collaboration released
the most accurate measurement on electromagnetic process of
χbJ(1P) → Υ(1S )γ with J = 1, 2, 3, whose branching ratios
are 1.76±0.30±0.78%, 33.1±1.8±1.7%, and 18.6±1.1±0.9%
[55], respectively.
In the past few years, the Belle collaboration has studied
the decay mode of hb(1P) → ηb(1S )γ, whose branching ratio
is 49.2± 5.7+5.6−3.3% in 2012 [16] and 56 ± 8 ± 4% in 2015 [56].
Combining these results with the average ratios of PDG [52],
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TABLE VIII: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation decay and radiative transition and total widths for the 1P bottomonium states.
Experimental results are taken from the PDG [52]. The theoretical results of the GI model [26] and the nonrelativistic constituent quark model
[27] are summarized in the rightmost columns. The width results are in units of keV.
This work Expt. [52] GI [26] Ref. [27]
State Channels Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%)
hb(1
1P1) ggg 44.7 56.5 · · · · · · 37 51 35.26 44.68
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 34.4 43.5 · · · 52+6−5 35.7 49 43.66 55.32
χb0(1
3P0)γ 9.01 × 10−4 1.14 × 10−3 · · · · · · 8.9 × 10−4 1.2 × 10−5 8.61 × 10−4 1.09 × 10−3
χb1(1
3P1)γ 9.23 × 10−6 1.17 × 10−5 · · · · · · 1.0 × 10−5 1.4 × 10−5 1.15 × 10−5 1.46 × 10−5
Total 79.1 100 · · · · · · 73 100 78.92 100
χb0(1
3P0) γγ 0.199 5.87 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.15 5.8 × 10−3 0.12 5.91 × 10−3
gg 3.37 MeV 99.4 · · · · · · 2.6 MeV ∼100 2.00 MeV 98.61
Υ(13S 1)γ 22.8 0.673 · · · 1.76 ± 0.35 23.8 0.92 28.07 1.38
Total 3.39 MeV 100 · · · · · · 2.6 MeV 100 2.03 MeV 100
χb1(1
3P1) qq¯g 81.7 74.3 · · · · · · 67 70 71.53 66.73
Υ(13S 1)γ 28.3 25.7 · · · 33.9 ± 2.2 29.5 31 35.66 33.27
Total 110 100 · · · · · · 96 100 107.19 100
χb2(1
3P2) γγ 0.0106 5.41 × 10−3 · · · · · · 9.3 × 10−3 5.2 × 10−3 3.08 × 10−3 2.51 × 10−3
gg 165 84.2 · · · · · · 147 81.7 83.69 68.13
Υ(13S 1)γ 31.4 16.0 · · · 19.1 ± 1.2 32.8 18.2 39.15 31.87
hb(1
1P1)γ 9.37 × 10−5 4.78 × 10−5 · · · · · · 9.6 × 10−5 5.3 × 10−5 8.88 × 10−5 7.23 × 10−5
Total 196 100 · · · · · · 180 100 122.84 100
we can see that the theoretical estimates shown in Table VIII
are also generally supported by experimental data.
Different from the case of 1P states, the measurements of
E1 radiative decays χbJ(2P) → Υ(1S , 2S )γ with J = 1, 2, 3
and hb(2P) → ηb(1S , 2S )γ are much larger than theoretical
results as shown in Table IX. It may be due to an overesti-
mation of annihilation decay calculation or the experimental
measurement error. After all, the uncertainties of some exper-
imental data are quite large.
In addition, it is worth noting that our results of critical
hadronic decay channel of χbJ(2P) → χbJ(1P)ππ with non-
flip J and hb(2P) → hb(1P)ππ calculated by the QCD multi-
pole expansion approach are roughly consistent with those of
the GI model [26]. However, our results for the process of
χbJ(2P) → χbJ′ (1P)ππ with J , J′ are incompatible with the
GI model, where our estimates are quite suppressed similar
to the calculations of nonrelativistic constituent quark model
[27]. The analogous situation also exists in the 3P and D-
wave bottomonium states, which needs to be identified by the
future experimental measurements.
Although the first 3P state has been experimentally ob-
served, the experimental information of its decay behaviors
is still lacking. Our predictions for various decay channels of
31P1, 3
3P0 and 3
3P1, 3
3P2 states are listed in Tables X and
XI, respectively. By comparing our results with those of the
GI model [26], we find that although most of decay modes
have not changed much, the screening effects have demon-
strated the power in the M1 radiation transitions. Taking the
mode hb(3P) → χbJ(1P)γ as an example, there is an order
of magnitude difference between the two models. Such a
large difference mainly comes from the change of bottomo-
nium wave functions rather than the phase space. To illustrate
it, we compare the square of the M1 radiation matrix element〈
ψ f
∣∣∣∣ j0 (ωr2
)∣∣∣∣ψi
〉
in Eq. (A3) in two models, where ω is al-
most the same for both. For the final states χbJ(1P)γ with
J=0, 1, 2, their numerical results calculated by the GI model
are 2.56 × 10−4, 9.61 × 10−4 and 1.02 × 10−3 [26], and those
of our modified GI model are 1.38 × 10−3, 1.08 × 10−4 and
1.13 × 10−4, respectively. This comparison once again proves
the importance of the screening effects in describing the inner
structure of meson states. In addition, the total widths of the
3P states predicted by us are higher on the whole.
In addition to the annihilation decay ggg, the decay modes
ηb(1S , 2S , 3S )γ and hb(1P)ππ are also important for hb(3P)
states. Especially, the process of hb(3P) → ηb(3S )γ has a
predicted branching ratio of 10.4%. If hb(3P) is confirmed
in the future, we suggest experiments to search for the miss-
ing ηb(3S ) state by studying this radiative process of hb(3P).
Likewise, compared to other radiative transition processes,
the decay process to the S -wave Υ state is very significant
for χbJ(3P) states. It should be noted that the χb1(3P) state
is just found in the chain decay of the radiative transition to
Υ(1S , 2S )γ and to Υ → µ+µ−. It should be also empha-
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TABLE IX: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation decay, radiative transition, and hadronic transition and total widths for the 2P
bottomonium states. Experimental results are taken from the PDG [52]. The theoretical results of the GI model [26] and the nonrelativistic
constituent quark model [27] are summarized in the rightmost columns. The width results are in units of keV.
This work Expt. [52] GI [26] Ref. [27]
State Channels Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%)
hb(2
1P1) ggg 64.6 69.6 · · · · · · 54 64 52.70 57.82
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 10.8 11.6 · · · 22 ± 5 13.0 15 14.90 16.35
ηb(2
1S 0)γ 15.0 16.2 · · · 48 ± 13 14.1 17 17.60 19.31
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 1.81 1.95 · · · · · · 1.7 2.0 5.36 5.88
χb0(1
3P0)γ 0.00556 5.99 × 10−3 · · · · · · 3.2 × 10−4 3.8 × 10−4 0.0364 3.99 × 10−2
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.00130 1.40 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.0011 1.3 × 10−3 0.00128 1.41 × 10−3
χb2(1
3P2)γ 9.92 × 10−4 1.07 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.0022 2.6 × 10−3 6.91 × 10−6 7.58 × 10−6
χb0(2
3P0)γ 2.76 × 10−4 2.97 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
χb1(2
3P1)γ 2.74 × 10−6 2.95 × 10−6 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
hb(1
1P1)ππ 0.624 0.672 · · · · · · 0.94 1.1 0.54 0.59
Total 92.8 100 · · · · · · 84 100 91.14 100
χb0(2
3P0) γγ 0.205 5.79 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.15 5.7 × 10−3 0.14 5.85 × 10−3
gg 3.52 MeV 99.4 · · · · · · 2.6 MeV ∼100 2.37 MeV 99.17
Υ(13S 1)γ 2.31 6.53 × 10−2 · · · 0.9 ± 0.6 2.5 9.6 × 10−2 5.44 0.23
Υ(23S 1)γ 11.1 0.314 · · · 4.6 ± 2.1 10.9 0.42 12.80 0.54
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 1.05 2.97 × 10−2 · · · · · · 1.0 3.8 × 10−2 0.74 3.09 × 10−2
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.00521 1.47 × 10−4 · · · · · · 0.0097 3.7 × 10−4 0.00239 9.99 × 10−5
χb0(1
3P0)ππ 0.809 2.29 × 10−2 · · · · · · 0.44 1.7 × 10−2 0.72 3.01 × 10−2
χb1(1
3P1)ππ 0 0
χb2(1
3P2)ππ 5.19 × 10−5 1.47 × 10−6 · · · · · · 0.5 2 × 10−2 4.08 × 10−5 1.71 × 10−6
Total 3.54 MeV 100 · · · · · · 2.6 MeV 100 2.39 MeV 100
χb1(2
3P1) qq¯g 117 84.8 · · · · · · 96 82 106.14 79.57
Υ(13S 1)γ 5.09 3.69 · · · 9.2 ± 0.8 5.5 4.7 9.13 6.84
Υ(23S 1)γ 13.7 9.93 · · · 19.9 ± 1.9 13.3 11.3 15.89 11.91
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 0.511 0.37 · · · · · · 0.5 0.4 0.41 0.31
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 1.25 0.906 · · · · · · 1.2 1.0 1.26 0.95
hb(1
1P1)γ 3.90 × 10−9 2.83 × 10−9 · · · · · · 0.0022 1.9 × 10−3 1.67 × 10−4 1.25 × 10−4
χb0(1
3P0)ππ 0 0
χb1(1
3P1)ππ 0.651 0.472 · · · 0.91 ± 0.13 0.57 ± 0.09 0.48 0.57 0.43
χb2(1
3P2)ππ 2.40 × 10−4 1.74 × 10−4 · · · · · · 0.38 0.32 1.94 × 10−4 1.45 × 10−4
Total 138 100 · · · · · · 117 100 133.40 100
χb2(2
3P2) γγ 0.0133 5.43 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.012 5.2 × 10−3 0.00384 2.82 × 10−3
gg 220 89.8 · · · · · · 207 89.0 104.26 76.62
Υ(13S 1)γ 7.86 3.21 · · · 7.0 ± 0.7 8.4 3.6 11.38 8.36
Υ(23S 1)γ 14.6 5.96 · · · 10.6 ± 2.6 14.3 6.15 17.50 12.86
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 0.0267 1.09 × 10−2 · · · · · · 0.03 1.0 × 10−2 0.0209 1.54 × 10−2
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 0.339 0.138 · · · · · · 0.3 0.1 0.35 0.26
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 1.61 0.657 · · · · · · 1.5 0.65 2.06 1.51
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.00386 1.58 × 10−3 · · · · · · 2.4 × 10−4 1.0 × 10−4 0.00178 1.31 × 10−3
hb(2
1P1)γ 3.11 × 10−5 1.27 × 10−5 · · · · · · 2.8 × 10−5 1.2 × 10−5 2.86 × 10−5 2.10 × 10−5
χb0(1
3P0)ππ 8.60 × 10−4 3.51 × 10−4 · · · · · · 0.10 4.3 × 10−2 8.49 × 10−6 6.24 × 10−6
χb1(1
3P1)ππ 6.39 × 10−4 2.61 × 10−4 · · · · · · 0.23 0.10 6.06 × 10−4 4.45 × 10−4
χb2(1
3P2)ππ 0.576 0.235 · · · 0.51 ± 0.09 0.62 ± 0.12 0.27 0.49 0.36
Total 245 100 · · · · · · 232.5 100 136.07 100
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TABLE X: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation decay,
radiative transition, and hadronic transition and total widths for 31P1
and 33P0 bottomonium states. The width results are in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
hb(3
1P1) ggg 71.1 74.6
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 3.91 4.10
ηb(2
1S 0)γ 4.60 4.83
ηb(3
1S 0)γ 9.94 10.4
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 0.0585 6.14 × 10−2
ηb2(2
1D2)γ 1.44 1.51
χb0(1
3P0)γ 0.00510 5.35 × 10−3
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.00101 1.06 × 10−3
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.00148 1.55 × 10−3
χb0(2
3P0)γ 0.00216 2.27 × 10−3
χb1(2
3P1)γ 5.59 × 10−4 5.87 × 10−4
χb2(2
3P2)γ 4.07 × 10−4 4.27 × 10−4
χb0(3
3P0)γ 6.89 × 10−5 7.23 × 10−5
χb1(3
3P1)γ 1.15 × 10−6 1.21 × 10−6
hb(1
1P1)ππ 4.21 4.42
Total 95.3 100
χb0(3
3P0) γγ 0.180 5.75 × 10−3
gg 3.10 MeV 99
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.427 1.36 × 10−2
Υ(23S 1)γ 1.26 4.03 × 10−2
Υ(33S 1)γ 7.15 0.228
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 0.189 6.04 × 10−3
Υ1(2
3D1)γ 0.966 3.09 × 10−2
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.00623 1.99 × 10−4
hb(2
1P1)γ 0.00205 6.55 × 10−5
χb0(1
3P0)ππ 17.9 0.572
χb1(1
3P1)ππ 0 0
χb2(1
3P2)ππ 0.174 5.56 × 10−3
Total 3.13 MeV 100
sized that our prediction in partial width of hadronic transi-
tion χb0(3P) → χb0(1P)ππ gives an opportunity to observe
χb0(3P) in this channel.
Finally, we discuss the predicted total widths of P-wave
bottomonia below the open-bottom threshold, where all of
Γtotal[hb(nP)] with n=1,2,3 are about 80-90 keV. The total
widths of χb1(nP) and χb2(nP) states with n = 1, 2, 3 are
around 110-145 keV and 196-264 keV, respectively. How-
ever, the total widths of χb0(nP) states with n=1,2,3 are around
3.13-3.54 MeV, and these differences could possibly distin-
guish the P-wave spin-triplet χbJ states from each other in ex-
periments.
TABLE XI: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation de-
cay, radiative transition, and hadronic transition and total widths for
33P1 and 3
3P2 bottomonium states. The width results are in units of
keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
χb1(3
3P1) qq¯g 126 86.9
Υ(13S 1)γ 1.62 1.12
Υ(23S 1)γ 2.49 1.72
Υ(33S 1)γ 8.36 5.77
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 0.00418 2.88 × 10−3
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 0.0615 4.24 × 10−2
Υ1(2
3D1)γ 0.425 0.293
Υ2(2
3D2)γ 0.950 0.655
hb(1
1P1)γ 3.19 × 10−5 2.20 × 10−5
hb(2
1P1)γ 9.80 × 10−7 6.76 × 10−7
χb0(1
3P0)ππ 0 0
χb1(1
3P1)ππ 5.23 3.61
χb2(1
3P2)ππ 0.0330 2.28 × 10−2
Total 145 100
χb2(3
3P2) γγ 0.0141 5.34 × 10−3
gg 243 92
Υ(13S 1)γ 3.17 1.20
Υ(23S 1)γ 3.66 1.39
Υ(33S 1)γ 9.30 3.52
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 1.15 × 10−4 4.36 × 10−5
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 3.11 × 10−4 1.18 × 10−4
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 0.0288 1.09 × 10−4
Υ1(2
3D1)γ 0.0248 9.39 × 10−3
Υ2(2
3D2)γ 0.295 0.112
Υ3(2
3D3)γ 1.37 0.519
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.00353 1.34 × 10−3
hb(2
1P1)γ 0.00174 6.59 × 10−4
hb(3
1P1)γ 3.11 × 10−5 1.18 × 10−5
χb0(1
3P0)ππ 5.80 × 10−4 2.20 × 10−4
χb1(1
3P1)ππ 0.00319 1.21 × 10−3
χb2(1
3P2)ππ 2.82 1.07
Total 264 100
D. The 1D and 2D states
The ground states and first radial excitations of the D-wave
bottomonia with orbital angular momentum L = 2 were esti-
mated as 10150-10170 MeV and 10440-10460 MeV, respec-
tively, which are below the BB¯ thresholds. For the D-wave
states, the annihilation decays to three-gluon or two-gluon
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TABLE XII: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation decay, and radiative transition and total widths for the 1D bottomonium states.
Experimental results are taken from the PDG [52]. The theoretical results of the GI model [26] and the nonrelativistic constituent quark model
[27] are summarized in the rightmost columns. The width results are in units of keV.
This work Expt. [52] GI [26] Ref. [27]
State Channels Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%)
ηb2(1
1D2) gg 0.657 2.6 · · · · · · 1.8 6.6 0.37 2.07
hb(1
1P1)γ 24.3 96 · · · · · · 24.9 91.5 17.23 96.58
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 2.56 × 10−5 1.01 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 4.28 × 10−8 1.69 × 10−7 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ηb(1
1S 0)π
+π− 0.241 0.953 · · · 0.35 1.3 0.16 0.9
Total 25.3 100 · · · · · · 27.2 100 17.84 100
Υ1(1
3D1) ℓ
+ℓ− 0.00188 5.08 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.00138 3.93 × 10−3 0.00140 3.17 × 10−3
ggg 10.4 28.1 · · · · · · 8.11 23.1 9.97 22.57
χb0(1
3P0)γ 16.3 44.1 · · · · · · 16.5 47.1 20.98 47.49
χb1(1
3P1)γ 9.51 25.7 · · · · · · 9.7 28 12.29 27.82
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.550 1.49 · · · · · · 0.56 1.6 0.65 1.47
Υ(13S 1)π
+π− 0.146 0.395 · · · 0.42+0.27−0.23 ± 0.10 [22] 0.140 0.399 0.193 0.44
Total 37.0 100 · · · · · · 35.1 100 44.18 100
Υ2(1
3D2) ggg 0.821 3.23 · · · · · · 0.69 2.7 0.62 2.13
χb1(1
3P1)γ 18.8 74 · · · · · · 19.2 74.7 21.95 75.46
χb2(1
3P2)γ 5.49 21.6 · · · · · · 5.6 22 6.23 21.42
Υ(13S 1)π
+π− 0.167 0.656 · · · 0.66+0.15−0.14 ± 0.06 0.169 ± 0.045 0.658 0.193 0.667
Total 25.4 100 · · · · · · 25.7 100 29.09 100
Υ3(1
3D3) ggg 2.19 8.30 · · · · · · 2.07 7.75 0.22 0.87
χb2(1
3P2)γ 23.9 90.5 · · · · · · 24.3 91 24.74 97.98
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 1.47 × 10−5 5.57 × 10−5 · · · · · · 1.5 × 10−5 5.6 × 10−5 · · · · · ·
Υ(13S 1)π
+π− 0.187 0.707 · · · 0.29+0.22−0.18 ± 0.06 [22] 0.197 0.738 0.193 0.767
Total 26.4 100 · · · · · · 26.7 100 25.25 100
are generally suppressed than the S -wave. Therefore, all of
the 1D and 2D states of bottomonium are expected to be
narrow states. In 2010, the BaBar Collaboration observed
the D-wave spin-triplet Υ(13DJ) states through decays into
Υ(1S )π+π− [22] and the member of J = 2 was confirmed with
a significance of 5.8 σ, although other two states Υ1(1
3D1)
and Υ3(1
3D3) have lower significances of standard deviations
1.8 and 1.6, respectively. In general, the experimental stud-
ies on the D-wave bottomonia are presently not enough, just
as the total width and the branching ratio of typical decay
channels are still unknown. For the Υ2(1
3D2) state, the pre-
dicted masses by the GI model [26] and the nonrelativistic
constituent quark model [27] are 10147 and 10122 MeV, re-
spectively, which are much lower than the measured value
10163.7± 1.4 MeV [52]. Our theoretical mass is 10162 MeV
and such a consensus again shows an excellent description of
bottomonium mass spectrum in this work. Furthermore, we
also predict the mass splittings m[Υ3(1
3D3)]−m[Υ2(13D2)] =
8 MeV and m[Υ2(1
3D2)] − m[Υ1(13D1)] = 9 MeV. Ignoring
delicate differences of hyperfine spin splittings, the mass of
the 2D bottomonium is estimated to be about 10450 MeV,
which is in good agreement with that calculated in Ref. [26].
Experimental study of 2D states is also an interesting issues.
Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation decay,
radiative transition, and hadronic transition and total widths
for the 1D and 2D bottomonia are shown in Table XII and
Tables XIII-XIV, respectively. We want to emphasize that
our results for most of decay channels are comparable with
those given by the GI model [26]. However, there is still a
significant difference for the M1 radiation transition widths
calculated from the present work and the GI model, which
is mainly due to the difference of the wave functions ob-
tained under the quenched and unquenched quark models.
This situation can be happen when comparing the result from
the screened potential model and the GI model for the de-
cays of the 1F and 1G states, which will be discussed later.
For the 1D bottomonium states, we notice that the process
Υ2(1
3D2) → Υ(1S )π+π− can determine the constant C2 of
Eq. (A11) and the predicted branching ratios of the identi-
cal hadronic processes for other two members with J = 1, 3
are also consistent with different theoretical models [26, 27].
The radiative transition ηb2(1D) → hb(1P)γ may be an op-
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TABLE XIII: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation de-
cay, radiative transition, and hadronic transition and total widths for
21D2 and 2
3D1 bottomonium states. The width results are in units of
keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
ηb2(2
1D2) gg 1.22 5.33
hb(1
1P1)γ 3.36 14.7
hb(2
1P1)γ 16.8 73.4
hb3(1
1F3)γ 1.35 5.90
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 0.00102 4.46 × 10−3
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 2.57 × 10−4 1.12 × 10−3
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 4.69 × 10−5 2.05 × 10−4
Υ1(2
3D1)γ 1.31 × 10−5 5.73 × 10−5
ηb(1
1S 0)ππ 0.118 0.516
ηb(2
1S 0)ππ 0.0210 9.18 × 10−2
ηb2(1
1D2)ππ 0.00263 1.15 × 10−2
Total 22.9 100
Υ1(2
3D1) ℓ
+ℓ− 0.00281 6.46 × 10−3
ggg 20.1 46.2
χb0(1
3P0)γ 2.99 6.88
χb1(1
3P1)γ 1.03 2.37
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.0300 6.90 × 10−2
χb0(2
3P0)γ 11.0 25.3
χb1(2
3P1)γ 6.71 15.4
χb2(2
3P2)γ 0.400 0.920
χb2(1
3F2)γ 1.18 2.71
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 2.21 × 10−4 5.08 × 10−4
Υ(13S 1)ππ 0.00267 6.14 × 10−3
Υ(23S 1)ππ 0.0115 2.65 × 10−2
Υ1(1
3D1)ππ 0.00502 1.15 × 10−2
Υ2(1
3D2)ππ 2.52 × 10−10 5.79739 × 10−10
Υ3(1
3D3)ππ 1.87 × 10−8 4.30203 × 10−8
Total 43.5 100
timal channel to detect the ηb2(1D) state on account of the
estimate of the branching ratio 96% by us. Accordingly, the
radiative process of Υ(13DJ) → χbJ′(13PJ′)γ with J = J′ + 1
is the dominant decay mode for spin-triplet states of 1D bot-
tomonium, which has the estimated branching ratios of 44.1
%, 74 % and 90.5 % for J = 1, 2, 3, respectively. Surely, the
non-forbidden radiative decay to P-wave χbJ states is also sig-
nificant for Υ(13DJ) state. There are similar decay behaviors
in 2D bottomonium states, where the radiative transitions to
P-wave bottomonium states are still dominant except for the
Υ1(2
3D1) state, whose half of the total width is contributed by
the annihilation mode ggg. The analysis of other decay chan-
TABLE XIV: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation de-
cay, radiative transition, and hadronic transition and total widths for
23D2 and 2
3D3 bottomonium states. The width results are in units of
keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
Υ2(2
3D2) ggg 1.65 7.05
χb1(1
3P1)γ 2.81 12.0
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.489 2.09
χb1(2
3P1)γ 13.1 55.9
χb2(2
3P2)γ 3.96 16.9
χb2(1
3F2)γ 0.164 0.700
χb3(1
3F3)γ 1.21 5.17
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 7.41 × 10−5 3.16 × 10−4
Υ(13S 1)ππ 0.0175 7.47 × 10−2
Υ(23S 1)ππ 0.0141 6.02 × 10−2
Υ1(1
3D1)ππ 4.57 × 10−7 1.95 × 10−6
Υ2(1
3D2)ππ 0.00384 1.64 × 10−2
Υ3(1
3D3)ππ 1.80 × 10−10 7.69 × 10−10
Total 23.4 100
Υ3(2
3D3) ggg 4.56 17.6
χb2(1
3P2)γ 2.99 11.5
χb2(2
3P2)γ 16.8 64.8
χb2(1
3F2)γ 0.00384 1.48 × 10−2
χb3(1
3F3)γ 0.125 0.482
χb4(1
3F4)γ 1.37 5.29
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 9.78 × 10−4 3.77 × 10−3
ηb2(2
1D2)γ 9.23 × 10−6 3.56 × 10−5
Υ(13S 1)ππ 0.0458 0.177
Υ(23S 1)ππ 0.0159 6.14 × 10−2
Υ1(1
3D1)ππ 1.40 × 10−7 5.40 × 10−7
Υ2(1
3D2)ππ 1.57 × 10−7 6.06 × 10−7
Υ3(1
3D3)ππ 0.00173 6.68 × 10−3
Total 25.9 100
nels of 2D bottomonium states from Tables XIII and XIV can
be summarized as follows:
1. The branching ratios of M1 radiative transitions of
2D → 1D and 2D → 2D with spin-flip are about
10−5 ∼ 10−7, which indicate that it is difficult to ob-
serve these decay modes in experiments.
2. The E1 spin non-flip radiative transitions of 2D → 1F
with Ji = J f − 1 with the total angular momentum of
initial (final) state Ji( f ) can be used to study first F-
wave bottomonium, due to the predicted partial width
of 0.16 ∼ 1.4 keV and branching ratio of 0.7% ∼ 6%.
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TABLE XV: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation de-
cay, radiative transition, and hadronic transition and total widths for
the 1F bottomonium states. The widths are in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
hb3(1
1F3) ηb2(1
1D2)γ 22.0 ∼ 100
χb2(1
3F2)γ 1.95 × 10−6 8.86 × 10−6
hb(1
1P1)ππ 0.0412 0.187
Total 22.0 100
χb2(1
3F2) gg 0.834 3.53
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 19.4 82.1
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 3.26 13.8
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 0.0852 0.360
χb0(1
3P0)ππ 0.0351 0.149
χb1(1
3P1)ππ 0.0192 8.12 × 10−2
χb2(1
3P2)ππ 0.00191 8.08 × 10−3
Total 23.6 100
χb3(1
3F3) gg 0.0672 0.305
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 19.7 89.4
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 2.26 10.3
χb1(1
3P1)ππ 0.00107 4.86 × 10−3
χb2(1
3P2)ππ 0.00311 1.41 × 10−2
Total 22.0 100
χb4(1
3F4) gg 0.05 0.235
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 21.2 99.5
hb3(1
1F3)γ 1.15 × 10−6 5.40 × 10−6
χb2(1
3P2)ππ 0.0354 0.166
Total 21.3 100
3. Compared with radiative transitions, the contributions
of the dipion hadronic decays are much smaller, where
the decays to S -wave ηb or Υ states and D-wave ηb2
or ΥJ states occupy about 10
−3 ∼ 10−1% and 10−10 ∼
10−2%, respectively.
4. It is easy to see that the width of leptonic annihilation
decay of D-waveΥ state is much smaller than that of S -
wave Υ states with three orders of magnitude by com-
paring Table VII with Tables XII-XIII, which can be
used to distinguish two kinds of Υ states with the same
JPC = 1−− in experiments.
E. The 1F and 1G states
As the high spin states, the F-wave and G-wave bottomo-
nia have no experimental signals at present. If these states can
be experimentally observed, it could be a good confirmation
for the theoretical calculation of the potential model. The pre-
TABLE XVI: Partial widths and branching ratios of annihilation de-
cay, radiative transition, and hadronic transition and total widths for
the 1G bottomonium states. The widths are in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
ηb4(1
1G4) gg 6.61 × 10−4 3.13 × 10−3
hb3(1
1F3)γ 21.1 ∼ 100
Υ3(1
3G3)γ 3.33 × 10−8 1.58 × 10−7
ηb2(1
1D2)ππ 0.00580 2.75 × 10−2
Total 21.1 100
Υ3(1
3G3) χb2(1
3F2)γ 20.1 92.2
χb3(1
3F3)γ 1.67 7.66
χb4(1
3F4)γ 0.0256 0.117
Υ1(1
3D1)ππ 0.00634 2.91 × 10−2
Υ2(1
3D2)ππ 0.00123 5.64 × 10−3
Υ3(1
3D3)ππ 5.74 × 10−5 2.63 × 10−4
Total 21.8 100
Υ4(1
3G4) χb3(1
3F3)γ 20.1 93.9
χb4(1
3F4)γ 1.30 6.07
ηb4(1
1G4)γ 4.28 × 10−8 2.0 × 10−7
Υ2(1
3D2)ππ 0.00530 2.48 × 10−2
Υ3(1
3D3)ππ 7.50 × 10−4 3.50 × 10−3
Total 21.4 100
Υ5(1
3G5) χb4(1
3F4)γ 21.1 ∼ 100
ηb4(1
1G4)γ 3.42 × 10−7 1.62 × 10−6
Υ3(1
3D3)ππ 0.00476 2.26 × 10−2
Total 21.1 100
dicted decay properties of 1F and 1G bottomonia for partial
widths and branching ratios of annihilation decay, electromag-
netic transition, and hadronic transition and the total widths
are listed in Tables XV and XVI, respectively, where one can
find a very interesting common decay feature. That is, the
dominant decay modes of eight particles are all sorts of the ra-
diative transition of 1F(J) → 1D(J−1) or 1G(J) → 1F(J−1) with
almost more than 90% branching ratios, where subindices
J / J − 1 represent the total angular momentum of a parti-
cle. This also indicates that experiments are likely to observe
the first F-wave bottomonia via these radiative processes of
hb3(1
1F3) → ηb2(11D2)γ and χbJ(13FJ) → ΥJ−1(13DJ−1)γ
once all the ground states of D-wave bottomonium are exper-
imentally established. In the same way, search for the first
G-wave bottomonia also requires the confirmation of the F-
wave states in experiment. This forms a chain-like relation-
ship, which means that search for these high spin states is
probably achieved step by step. Our predicted mass values
of 1F and 1G states are shown in Table III, where the average
mass values of spin triplet states for 1F and 1G are estimated
as 10366 MeV and 10535 MeV, respectively. These are al-
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most the same as those of spin singlet states. We hope that
these predicted results will be helpful for the future experi-
mental studies on high spin F and G-wave states. In addition,
it can be seen from Tables XV-XVI that the 1F (1G) states
could also transit to the specific P (D)-wave states by emit-
ting two light mesons ππ. However, partial widths of these
hadronic decay processes are calculated to be relatively small.
The predicted total widths of the ground states of F and G-
wave bottomonia are all about 20 keV, which are consistent
with the estimates of the GI model [26].
IV. ANALYSIS AND PREDICTIONS OF HIGHER
BOTTOMONIA
A. Higher ηb radial excitations
As the pseudoscalar partner of the S -wave Υ states, the es-
tablishedmembers of the ηb family are much less than those of
the Υ family. Based on this fact, we need to predict some the-
oretical results and simultaneously make a systematic study
on the higher excited states of the ηb family that will not only
provide meaningful clues to experimentally search for them
above thresholds but also further reveal their inner nature.
For the bb¯ states above thresholds, they usually decay
mainly into a pair of positive and negative bottom mesons or
bottomed-strange mesons. The OZI-allowed strong decay be-
haviors could be studied by the QPC model, whose details are
given in Appendix A. In this work, the parameter γ for the
bottomonium system in the QPC model can be determined by
fitting to experimental widths of Υ(4S ), Υ(5S ), and Υ(6S )
states and the fitted results are shown in Table V. For the input
masses of bottomonium states, the experimental masses will
be considered. If the members of a bottomoniummultiplet are
partially discovered by experiments, the input masses of the
missing states can be obtained by combining the measured
mass and predicted splitting. For the predicted bottomonia,
we calculate the behaviours of strong decays by utilizing our
theoretical masses in Table III as an input. Besides the input
masses, the spatial wave functions of bottomonium states can
be directly derived from our modified GI model. The input
masses of bottom and bottomed-strange mesons are summa-
rized in Table IV, where two 1+ bottom mesons B(1P1) and
B(1P′
1
) are the mixture of 3P1 and
1P1 states, and the mix-
ing angle θ1P = − arcsin(
√
2/3) = −54.7◦ is adopted as in
the heavy quark limit [57–59]. Finally, the wave functions of
bottom and bottomed-strange mesons are taken from the cal-
culations of Ref. [60] and the quark mass parameters are given
in Appendix A.
In this subsection, higher radial excitations from ηb(5S ) to
ηb(8S ) are systematically studied, whose mass values are pre-
dicted in Table III. Their corresponding decay properties in-
cluding total widths and partial widths and branching ratios
of OZI-allowed strong decay, annihilation decay and radia-
tive transition are listed in Tables XIX-XXI. Here, we make
a comparison of the decay results of ηb(5S ) and ηb(6S ) pre-
sented in this work and given by the GI model [26], which
generally reflect that these two quark models can achieve the
same goal.
The mass of ηb(5S ) state is calculated as 10810 MeV by
the modified GI model. We give another estimate of the mass
value of ηb(5S ) of 10870MeV utilizing the results of theoreti-
cal mass splitting and the measured mass of Υ(10860). At the
same time, this mass estimate is also used as the model pa-
rameter of strong decay calculations. In Table XIX, one can
see that the total width of ηb(5S ) is predicted to be 28.4 MeV,
which can mainly decay into the BB∗, gg, B∗sB
∗
s, BsB
∗
s, and
B∗B∗, and corresponding branching ratios are 71.5 %, 11.5
%, 10.2 %, 3.91 %, and 2.71 %, respectively. The domi-
nant radiative decay mode is hb(4
1P1)γ with a partial width
of 33.5 keV. We should notice that the notation BB∗ refers
to BB¯∗+B∗B¯, B∗B∗ to B∗B¯∗, and so on. The predicted mass
of the ηb(6S ) is 10991 MeV, which should also be improved
compared to the estimates of the GI model, just like Υ(6S ).
The total width of ηb(6S ) is estimated to be 20.4 MeV, which
is about the same as that of ηb(5S ). The dominant decay chan-
nel of ηb(6S ) is still BB
∗ with a branching ratio of 73 % and
other decay modes gg, BB(13P0), BsB
∗
s, and B
∗B∗ also have
large contributions to the total width. In general, our decay
results indicate that the ηb(5S ) and ηb(6S ) are most likely to
be detected in the BB∗ mode.
In comparison with the Υ(nS ) states with n=7, 8, which
are likely to become a new research area for bottomonium
physics in the future as their lower radial excited states have
been observed experimentally, we also study the ηb(7S ) and
ηb(8S ) state here. We predict their mass values as 11149 and
11289 MeV, and hyperfine mass splittings ∆m(7S )\∆m(8S )
as 8\7 MeV, respectively. There are obviously large differ-
ences between the predicted mass by the GI model and mod-
ified GI model, which can be seen in Table III. From Tables
XX and XXI, the total widths of the ηb(7S ) and ηb(8S ) are
predicted to be 94.8 MeV and 64.4 MeV, respectively, which
indicate the ηb(7S ) is possibly a broad state. Our calculations
show that the dominant decay channels of ηb(7S ) are BB
∗,
B∗B(13P2), B∗B(1P1), B∗B(1P′1) and B
∗B∗. The correspond-
ing partial widths are 27.7, 17.9, 15.0, 13.9 and 11.1 MeV,
respectively. The decay channels BB∗, B∗B∗ and BB(13P2)
are pivotal for the ηb(8S ) with partial widths of 29.5, 19.0 and
7.61 MeV, respectively. From here, we can see the latent im-
portance of P-wave bottom mesons in the OZI-allowed open-
flavor strong decays of these extremely high bottomonium ra-
dial excitations. In addition, since the contributions of radia-
tive transition and strong decay of bottom-strange mesons are
small for the ηb(7S ) and ηb(8S ), we suggest future experi-
ments to search for them with the generated final states of
bottom mesons.
B. higher Υ radial excitations
The S -wave Υ states with JPC = 1−− have always been the
significant research field of bottomonium physics. Up to now,
it is also the unique place to experimentally study some inter-
esting effects above open-bottom thresholds, which includes
Υ(4S ), Υ(10860), and Υ(11020). Therefore, further theoret-
ical exploration for higher Υ bottomonia is necessary. Addi-
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TABLE XVII: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-allowed strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and the total
width for Υ(4S ). Experimental results are taken from the PDG [52]. The theoretical results of the GI model [26] and the nonrelativistic
constituent quark model [27] are summarized in the rightmost columns. The width results are in units of keV.
This work Expt. [52] GI [26] Ref. [27]
State Channels Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%)
Υ(4S ) ℓ+ℓ− 0.431 1.74 × 10−3 0.272 ± 0.029 (1.57 ± 0.08) × 10−3 0.39 1.8 × 10−3 0.21 1.02 × 10−3
ggg 16.7 6.76 × 10−2 · · · · · · 15.1 6.86 × 10−2 15.58 7.60 × 10−2
γgg 0.433 1.75 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.40 1.8 × 10−3 0.30 1.46 × 10−3
γγγ 6.36 × 10−6 2.57 × 10−8 · · · · · · 6.0 × 10−6 2.7 × 10−8 1.29 × 10−6 6.29 × 10−9
χb0(1
3P0)γ 5.12 × 10−4 2.07 × 10−6 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.0588 2.87 × 10−4
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.0507 2.05 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.0474 2.31 × 10−4
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.219 8.87 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.0120 5.85 × 10−5
χb0(2
3P0)γ 0.0137 5.55 × 10−5 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.17 8.29 × 10−4
χb1(2
3P1)γ 0.0138 5.59 × 10−5 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.18 8.78 × 10−4
χb2(2
3P2)γ 0.226 9.15 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.11 5.37 × 10−4
χb0(3
3P0)γ 0.587 2.38 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.48 2.2 × 10−3 0.61 2.98 × 10−3
χb1(3
3P1)γ 1.14 4.62 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.84 3.8 × 10−3 1.17 5.71 × 10−3
χb2(3
3P2)γ 1.16 4.70 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.82 3.7 × 10−3 1.45 7.07 × 10−3
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 0.0572 2.32 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.0498 2.43 × 10−4
BB 24.7 MeV ∼100 · · · >96 22 MeV ∼100 20.59 MeV 100
Total 24.7 MeV 100 20.5 ± 2.5 MeV · · · 22 MeV 100 20.59 MeV 100
tionally, the strong decay into two bottom mesons or bottom-
strange mesons will be dominant for the three Υ’s mentioned
above. Hence, their experimental information will determine
the model parameter γ of the strong decay calculation in the
QPC model.
There is no controversy in experimental measurements of
the Υ(4S ) state, whose total width was first measured as 25 ±
2.5 MeV and 20 ± 2 ± 4 MeV by the CUSB [7] and CLEO
[6] collaborations, respectively. On the other hand, BaBar’s
measurements in 2005 gave the similar resonance parameters
[61] and the current average total width of PDG is 20.5 ± 2.5
MeV [52].
For the Υ(5S ) and Υ(6S ), however, the situation is not
so optimistic since the early measured data and the recent
measurements of resonance parameters are incompatible with
each other. In short, after 2010, the Belle collaboration re-
leased consistent mass values of Υ(10860) by the different
production cross sections of e+e− → Υ(nS )π+π− with n=1,2,3
and e+e− → bb¯, as well as e+e− → hb(nP)π+π− with n=1,2
[62–64]. Their values are larger than the theoretical calcula-
tion and early experimental values. In addition, the measure-
ment of the total width by Belle also disagreed with the pre-
vious experimental conclusion of a broad state of Υ(10860)
[6, 7]. Although there are a few experimental results of
Υ(11020), the center mass values from the BaBar [65] and
the recent Belle collaboration [63, 64] are consistently about
20 MeV smaller than the earlier experimental results [6, 7]. It
can be seen clearly from the PDG [52] that the total width of
Υ(11020) is measured to be about 30-60 MeV by integrating
the present experimental information. At the same time, be-
cause the amount of data is not sufficient, the measurements
of these two resonances by the analysis of the R value in the
previous experiments are probably unconvincing to a great
extent, where R = σ(e+e− → hadrons)/σ(e+e− → µ+µ−).
Therefore, we hope to see the more accurate experimental
results for the Υ(10860) and Υ(11020) in the forthcoming
Belle II experiment. It is worth mentioning that in the mea-
surements of the Belle [63], the resonance parameters from
RΥ(nS )ππ and Rb are completely consistent within the error
range [63] although the application of a flat continuum in the
Rb fit brings some inconsistencies between the fitted ampli-
tudes for RΥ(nS )ππ and Rb. Furthermore, the measured mass
values and total widths from RΥ(nS )ππ have too large statisti-
cal and systematic errors. So in the calibration of parame-
ter γ, we select the latest Belle’s measurements of the pro-
cess e+e− → bb¯, which give the resonance parameters for
Υ(10860) and Υ(11020) as M[Υ(10860)] = 10881.8+1.0−1.1 ± 1.2
MeV, Γ[Υ(10860)] = 48.5+1.9+2.0−1.8−2.8 MeV and M[Υ(11020)] =
11003.0± 1.1+0.9−1.0MeV, Γ[Υ(11020)] = 39.3+1.7+1.3−1.6−2.4 MeV [63],
respectively.
Based on the above consideration, in the following, the sys-
tematical study will be performed on the Υ(nS ) states above
the thresholds. Higher bottomoniaΥ(7S ) andΥ(8S ) states are
also discussed in this subsection.
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TABLE XVIII: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-allowed strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and the total
widths for Υ(10860) and Υ(11020). Experimental results are taken from the PDG [52] The theoretical results of the GI model [26] and the
nonrelativistic constituent quark model [27] are summarized in the rightmost columns. The width results are in units of keV.
This work Expt. [52] GI [26] Ref. [27]
State Channels Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%) Width B(%)
Υ(10860) ℓ+ℓ− 0.348 7.63 × 10−4 0.31 ± 0.07 (5.7+1.5−1.5) × 10−4 0.33 1.2 × 10−3 0.18 3.27 × 10−4
ggg 14.2 3.11 × 10−2 · · · · · · 13.1 4.78 × 10−2 13.33 2.42 × 10−2
γgg 0.370 8.11 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.25 4.55 × 10−4
γγγ 5.43 × 10−6 1.19 × 10−8 · · · · · · · · · · · · 1.10 × 10−6 2.00 × 10−9
χb0(2
3P0)γ 2.69 × 10−4 5.90 × 10−7 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.22 4.00 × 10−4
χb1(2
3P1)γ 0.0532 1.17 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.26 4.73 × 10−4
χb2(2
3P2)γ 0.341 7.48 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.18 3.27 × 10−4
χb0(3
3P0)γ 0.0418 9.17 × 10−5 · · · · · · 0.15 5.5 × 10−4 0.80 1.45 × 10−3
χb1(3
3P1)γ 0.0154 3.38 × 10−5 · · · · · · 6.2 × 10−5 2.3 × 10−7 1.35 2.45 × 10−3
χb2(3
3P2)γ 0.467 1.02 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.42 1.5 × 10−3 1.42 2.58 × 10−3
χb0(4
3P0)γ 5.38 1.18 × 10−2 · · · · · · 1.5 5.5 × 10−3 · · · · · ·
χb1(4
3P1)γ 13.9 3.05 × 10−2 · · · · · · 3.4 1.2 × 10−2 · · · · · ·
χb2(4
3P2)γ 20.6 4.52 × 10−2 · · · · · · 4.3 1.6 × 10−2 · · · · · ·
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 0.0692 1.52 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.0597 1.09 × 10−4
BB 13.7 MeV 30.0 · · · 5.5 ± 1.0 5.35 MeV 19.5 6.22 MeV 22.29
BB∗ 26.5 MeV 58.1 · · · 13.7 ± 1.6 16.6 MeV 60.6 11.83 MeV 42.41
B∗B∗ 2.58 MeV 5.66 · · · 38.1 ± 3.4 2.42 MeV 8.83 0.09 MeV 0.32
BsBs 0.484 MeV 1.06 · · · 0.5 ± 0.5 0.157 MeV 0.573 0.96 MeV 3.45
BsB
∗
s 1.49 MeV 3.28 · · · 1.35 ± 0.32 0.833 MeV 3.04 1.15 MeV 4.11
B∗sB
∗
s 0.872 MeV 1.91 · · · 17.6 ± 2.7 2.00 MeV 7.30 7.65 MeV 27.42
Total 45.6 MeV 100 48.5+1.9+2.0−1.8−2.8 MeV [63] · · · 27.4 MeV 100 27.89 MeV 100
Υ(11020) ℓ+ℓ− 0.286 7.47 × 10−4 0.130 ± 0.03 (2.1+1.1−0.6) × 10−4 0.27 8.0 × 10−4 0.15 1.90 × 10−4
ggg 12.0 3.13 × 10−2 · · · · · · 11.0 3.24 × 10−2 11.57 1.46 × 10−2
γgg 0.311 8.12 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.22 2.78 × 10−4
γγγ 4.57 × 10−6 1.19 × 10−8 · · · · · · · · · · · · 9.56 × 10−7 1.21 × 10−9
χb0(3
3P0)γ 0.00498 1.30 × 10−5 · · · · · · 0.21 6.2 × 10−4 0.26 3.29 × 10−4
χb1(3
3P1)γ 0.0256 6.68 × 10−5 · · · · · · 0.43 1.3 × 10−3 0.35 4.43 × 10−4
χb2(3
3P2)γ 0.253 6.61 × 10−4 · · · · · · 0.53 1.6 × 10−3 0.27 3.42 × 10−4
χb0(4
3P0)γ 0.0325 8.49 × 10−5 · · · · · · 0.1 3.0 × 10−4 · · · · · ·
χb1(4
3P1)γ 0.00133 3.47 × 10−6 · · · · · · 0.012 3.5 × 10−5 · · · · · ·
χb2(4
3P2)γ 0.173 4.52 × 10−4 · · · · · · 0.085 2.5 × 10−4 · · · · · ·
χb0(5
3P0)γ 1.14 2.98 × 10−3 · · · · · · 0.0064 1.9 × 10−5 · · · · · ·
χb1(5
3P1)γ 2.56 6.68 × 10−3 · · · · · · 8.3 × 10−4 2.4 × 10−6 · · · · · ·
χb2(5
3P2)γ 3.19 8.33 × 10−3 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 0.0570 1.49 × 10−4 · · · · · · · · · · · · 0.0508 6.43 × 10−5
BB 7.81 MeV 20.4 · · · · · · 1.32 MeV 3.89 4.18 MeV 5.28
BB∗ 16.5 MeV 43.0 · · · · · · 7.59 MeV 22.4 15.49 MeV 19.57
BB(1P1) 8.27 MeV 21.6 · · · · · · 7.81 MeV 23.0 40.08 MeV 50.64
BB(1P′
1
) Below threshold · · · · · · · · · 10.8 MeV 31.8 3.95 MeV 4.98
B∗B∗ 4.43 MeV 11.5 · · · · · · 5.89 MeV 17.4 11.87 MeV 14.99
BsBs 0.101 MeV 0.263 · · · · · · 1.31 3.86 × 10−3 0.07 MeV 0.09
BsB
∗
s 0.780 MeV 2.04 · · · · · · 0.136 MeV 0.401 1.50 MeV 1.89
B∗sB
∗
s 0.448 MeV 1.17 · · · · · · 0.310 MeV 0.914 2.02 MeV 2.56
Total 38.3 MeV 100 39.3+1.7+1.3−1.6−2.4 MeV [63] · · · 33.9 MeV 100 79.16 MeV 100
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TABLEXIX: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and the total
widths for 51S 0 and 6
1S 0 bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
ηb(5
1S 0) gg 3.26 MeV 11.5
γγ 0.192 6.76 × 10−4
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.322 1.13 × 10−3
hb(2
1P1)γ 1.00 3.52 × 10−3
hb(3
1P1)γ 1.63 5.74 × 10−3
hb(4
1P1)γ 33.5 0.118
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.0642 2.26 × 10−4
BB∗ 20.3 MeV 71.5
B∗B∗ 0.771 MeV 2.71
BsB
∗
s 1.11 MeV 3.91
B∗sB
∗
s 2.91 MeV 10.2
Total 28.4 MeV 100
ηb(6
1S 0) gg 2.59 MeV 12.7
γγ 0.152 7.45 × 10−4
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.274 1.34 × 10−3
hb(2
1P1)γ 0.364 1.78 × 10−3
hb(3
1P1)γ 0.681 3.34 × 10−3
hb(4
1P1)γ 0.596 2.92 × 10−3
hb(5
1P1)γ 4.75 2.33 × 10−2
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.0492 2.41 × 10−4
BB∗ 14.9 MeV 73.0
BB(13P0) 1.39 MeV 6.81
B∗B∗ 0.253 MeV 1.24
BsB
∗
s 1.15 MeV 5.64
B∗sB
∗
s 0.143 MeV 0.70
Total 20.4 MeV 100
1. Υ(4S ), Υ(10860), and Υ(11020)
Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and
total widths for Υ(4S ), Υ(10860) and Υ(11020) are shown in
Tables XVII and XVIII, respectively. Υ(4S ) is slightly (about
20 MeV) higher than the BB¯ threshold. Hence, its unique
dominant decay channel is BB¯ and the corresponding experi-
mental branching ratio is larger than 96%. Another measured
decay channel of Υ(4S ) is leptonic annihilation decay ℓ+ℓ−.
Our theoretical branching ratio is 1.74 × 10−5, which is well
consistent with (1.57 ± 0.08) × 10−5 from PDG [52].
The total widths of the Υ(10860) and Υ(11020) are esti-
mated to be 45.6 MeV and 38.3 MeV in our modified GI
model, which coincide well with Belle’s results of 48.5+1.9+2.0−1.8−2.8
TABLE XX: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and the total
widths for the 7S bottomonium states. The width results are in units
of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
ηb(7
1S 0) gg 2.21 MeV 2.33
γγ 0.130 1.37 × 10−4
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.291 3.07 × 10−4
hb(2
1P1)γ 0.404 4.26 × 10−4
hb(3
1P1)γ 0.444 4.68 × 10−4
hb(4
1P1)γ 0.607 6.40 × 10−4
hb(5
1P1)γ 0.388 4.09 × 10−4
hb(6
1P1)γ 4.22 4.45 × 10−3
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.0433 4.57 × 10−5
BB∗ 27.7 MeV 29.2
BB(13P0) 0.974 MeV 1.03
BB(13P2) 4.76 MeV 5.02
B∗B∗ 11.1 MeV 11.7
B∗B(1P1) 15.0 MeV 15.8
B∗B(1P′
1
) 13.9 MeV 14.7
B∗B(13P2) 17.9 MeV 18.9
BsB
∗
s 0.475 MeV 0.501
B∗sB
∗
s 0.741 MeV 0.782
Total 94.8 MeV 100
Υ(73S 1) ℓ
+ℓ− 0.243 2.40 × 10−4
ggg 10.4 1.03 × 10−2
γgg 0.271 2.67 × 10−4
γγγ 3.99 × 10−6 3.93 × 10−9
χb0(3
3P0)γ 0.00207 2.04 × 10−6
χb1(3
3P1)γ 0.0213 2.10 × 10−5
χb2(3
3P2)γ 0.163 1.61 × 10−4
χb0(4
3P0)γ 4.66 × 10−4 4.60 × 10−7
χb1(4
3P1)γ 0.0269 2.65 × 10−5
χb2(4
3P2)γ 0.206 2.03 × 10−4
χb0(5
3P0)γ 0.0363 3.58 × 10−5
χb1(5
3P1)γ 1.97 × 10−4 1.94 × 10−7
χb2(5
3P2)γ 0.109 1.07 × 10−4
χb0(6
3P0)γ 1.02 1.01 × 10−3
χb1(6
3P1)γ 2.23 2.20 × 10−3
χb2(6
3P2)γ 2.76 2.72 × 10−3
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 0.0533 5.26 × 10−5
BB 6.79 MeV 6.69
BB∗ 22.0 MeV 21.7
BB(1P1) 1.09 MeV 1.07
BB(1P′
1
) 0.0879 MeV 8.67 × 10−2
BB(13P2) 0.647 MeV 0.638
B∗B∗ 20.4 MeV 20.1
B∗B(13P0) 3.16 MeV 3.11
B∗B(1P1) 9.03 MeV 8.90
B∗B(1P′
1
) 9.26 MeV 9.13
B∗B(13P2) 28.1 MeV 27.7
BsBs 3.11 × 10−4 MeV 3.06 × 10−4
BsB
∗
s 0.181 MeV 0.178
B∗sB
∗
s 0.770 MeV 0.759
Total 101.4 MeV 100
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TABLEXXI: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and the total
widths for the 8S bottomonium states. The width results are in units
of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
ηb(8
1S 0) gg 1.81 MeV 2.81
γγ 0.106 1.65 × 10−4
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.211 3.28 × 10−4
hb(2
1P1)γ 0.257 3.99 × 10−4
hb(3
1P1)γ 0.336 5.22 × 10−4
hb(4
1P1)γ 0.246 3.82 × 10−4
hb(5
1P1)γ 0.410 6.37 × 10−4
hb(6
1P1)γ 0.286 4.44 × 10−4
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.0348 5.40 × 10−5
BB∗ 29.5 MeV 45.8
BB(13P0) 0.0349 MeV 5.42 × 10−2
BB(13P2) 7.61 MeV 11.8
B∗B∗ 19.0 MeV 29.5
B∗B(1P1) 3.41 MeV 5.30
B∗B(1P′
1
) 2.58 MeV 4.01
B∗B(13P2) 0.0128 MeV 1.99 × 10−2
BsB
∗
s 0.0348 MeV 5.40 × 10−2
B∗sB
∗
s 0.324 MeV 0.503
Total 64.4 MeV 100
Υ(83S 1) ℓ
+ℓ− 0.203 3.05 × 10−4
ggg 8.94 1.34 × 10−2
γgg 0.232 3.48 × 10−4
γγγ 3.42 × 10−6 5.14 × 10−9
χb0(3
3P0)γ 7.37 × 10−5 1.11 × 10−7
χb1(3
3P1)γ 0.0212 3.18 × 10−5
χb2(3
3P2)γ 0.149 2.24 × 10−4
χb0(4
3P0)γ 0.0219 3.29 × 10−5
χb1(4
3P1)γ 0.00249 3.74 × 10−6
χb2(4
3P2)γ 0.136 2.04 × 10−4
χb0(5
3P0)γ 0.00722 1.08 × 10−5
χb1(5
3P1)γ 0.00733 1.10 × 10−5
χb2(5
3P2)γ 0.136 2.04 × 10−4
χb0(6
3P0)γ 0.0329 4.94 × 10−5
χb1(6
3P1)γ 3.35 × 10−4 5.03 × 10−7
χb2(6
3P2)γ 0.0944 1.42 × 10−4
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 0.0508 7.63 × 10−5
BB 5.20 MeV 7.82
BB∗ 20.7 MeV 31.0
BB(1P1) 0.181 MeV 0.271
BB(1P′
1
) 4.35 MeV 6.54
BB(13P2) 4.71 MeV 7.08
B∗B∗ 27.2 MeV 40.9
B∗B(13P0) 0.00123 MeV 1.84 × 10−3
B∗B(1P1) 0.174 MeV 0.262
B∗B(1P′
1
) 2.53 MeV 3.80
B∗B(13P2) 1.26 MeV 1.90
BsBs 0.0394 MeV 5.92 × 10−2
BsB
∗
s 7.23 × 10−5 MeV 1.09 × 10−4
B∗sB
∗
s 0.226 MeV 0.339
Total 66.6 MeV 100
TABLE XXII: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-
allowed strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and
the total widths for the 4P bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
hb(4
1P1) ggg 73.2 0.152
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 2.68 5.57 × 10−3
ηb(2
1S 0)γ 1.83 3.80 × 10−3
ηb(3
1S 0)γ 3.69 7.67 × 10−3
ηb(4
1S 0)γ 18.4 3.83 × 10−2
ηb2(3
1D2)γ 3.17 6.59 × 10−3
χb0(1
3P0)γ 0.00556 1.16 × 10−5
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.00110 2.29 × 10−6
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.00169 3.51 × 10−6
BB∗ 4.56 MeV 9.50
B∗B∗ 43.5 MeV 90.5
Total 48.1 MeV 100
χb0(4
3P0) γγ 0.157 1.40 × 10−4
gg 2.73 MeV 2.44
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.241 2.15 × 10−4
Υ(23S 1)γ 0.362 3.23 × 10−4
Υ(33S 1)γ 1.11 9.90 × 10−4
Υ(43S 1)γ 15.6 1.39 × 10−2
Υ1(3
3D1)γ 2.20 1.96 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.00615 5.49 × 10−6
BB 1.19 MeV 1.06
B∗B∗ 104 MeV 92.8
BsBs 4.53 MeV 4.04
Total 112.1 MeV 100
χb1(4
3P1) qq¯g 128 0.318
Υ(13S 1)γ 1.08 2.68 × 10−3
Υ(23S 1)γ 1.06 2.63 × 10−3
Υ(33S 1)γ 2.14 5.31 × 10−3
Υ(43S 1)γ 17.4 4.32 × 10−2
Υ1(3
3D1)γ 0.889 2.21 × 10−3
Υ2(3
3D2)γ 2.21 5.48 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 2.69 × 10−5 6.67 × 10−8
BB∗ 6.71 MeV 16.7
B∗B∗ 33.5 MeV 83.1
Total 40.3 MeV 100
χb2(4
3P2) γγ 0.0142 2.15 × 10−5
gg 251 0.380
Υ(13S 1)γ 2.27 3.44 × 10−3
Υ(23S 1)γ 1.85 2.80 × 10−3
Υ(33S 1)γ 3.07 4.65 × 10−3
Υ(43S 1)γ 18.0 2.73 × 10−2
Υ1(3
3D1)γ 0.0456 6.91 × 10−5
Υ2(3
3D2)γ 0.588 8.91 × 10−4
Υ3(3
3D3)γ 2.87 4.35 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.00378 5.73 × 10−6
BB 11.6 MeV 17.6
BB∗ 6.19 MeV 9.38
B∗B∗ 47.5 MeV 72.0
BsBs 0.444 MeV 0.673
Total 66.0 MeV 100
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TABLE XXIII: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-
allowed strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and
the total widths for 51P1 and 5
3P0 bottomonium states. The width re-
sults are in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
hb(5
1P1) ggg 76.2 0.154
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 2.28 4.62 × 10−3
ηb(2
1S 0)γ 1.85 3.74 × 10−3
ηb(3
1S 0)γ 1.72 3.48 × 10−3
ηb(4
1S 0)γ 4.14 8.38 × 10−3
ηb(5
1S 0)γ 1.34 2.71 × 10−3
ηb2(4
1D2)γ 3.37 6.82 × 10−3
χb0(1
3P0)γ 0.00499 1.01 × 10−5
χb1(1
3P1)γ 9.04 × 10−4 1.83 × 10−6
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.00173 3.50 × 10−6
BB∗ 37.4 MeV 75.7
B∗B∗ 10.4 MeV 21.1
BsB
∗
s 1.25 MeV 2.53
B∗s B
∗
s 0.242 MeV 0.490
Total 49.4 MeV 100
χb0(5
3P0) γγ 0.146 3.95 × 10−4
gg 2.54 MeV 6.86
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.133 3.59 × 10−4
Υ(23S 1)γ 0.230 6.22 × 10−4
Υ(33S 1)γ 0.300 8.11 × 10−4
Υ(43S 1)γ 1.24 3.35 × 10−3
Υ(53S 1)γ 0.515 1.39 × 10−3
Υ1(4
3D1)γ 2.47 6.68 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.00585 1.58 × 10−5
BB 28.1 MeV 75.9
B∗B∗ 5.71 MeV 15.4
BsBs 0.533 MeV 1.44
B∗s B
∗
s 0.112 MeV 0.303
Total 37 MeV 100
and 39.3+1.7+1.3−1.6−2.4 MeV [63], respectively. Additionally, other
theoretical predictions for the total widths of the Υ(10860)
and Υ(11020) are not unified [26, 27, 31], where there is even
a difference of 50 MeV on the prediction of Υ(11020). Exper-
iments have released the branching ratios of leptonic annihi-
lation decays in the 10−6 orders of magnitude both for Υ(5S )
and Υ(6S ) [52]. This is in accord with our theoretical predic-
tions. Branching ratios of all six kinematically-allowed open
bottom decay modes BB, BB∗, B∗B∗, BsBs, BsB∗s, and B
∗
sB
∗
s
of Υ(5S ) have been experimentally measured as 5.5 ± 1.0%,
13.7 ± 1.6%, 38.1 ± 3.4%, 0.5 ± 0.5%, 1.35 ± 0.32%, and
TABLE XXIV: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and the total
widths for 53P1 and 5
3P2 bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
χb1(5
3P1) qq¯g 132 0.283
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.743 1.59 × 10−3
Υ(23S 1)γ 0.741 1.59 × 10−3
Υ(33S 1)γ 0.824 1.77 × 10−3
Υ(43S 1)γ 2.32 4.98 × 10−3
Υ(53S 1)γ 0.835 1.79 × 10−3
Υ1(4
3D1)γ 0.921 1.98 × 10−3
Υ2(4
3D2)γ 2.32 4.98 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 4.90 × 10−5 1.05 × 10−7
BB∗ 33.3 MeV 71.5
B∗B∗ 11.8 MeV 25.3
BsB
∗
s 1.08 MeV 2.32
B∗sB
∗
s 0.292 MeV 0.627
Total 46.6 MeV 100
χb2(5
3P2) γγ 0.0143 2.71 × 10−5
gg 258 0.490
Υ(13S 1)γ 1.68 3.19 × 10−3
Υ(23S 1)γ 1.38 2.62 × 10−3
Υ(33S 1)γ 1.41 2.68 × 10−3
Υ(43S 1)γ 3.31 6.28 × 10−3
Υ(53S 1)γ 1.12 2.13 × 10−3
Υ1(4
3D1)γ 0.0475 9.01 × 10−5
Υ2(4
3D2)γ 0.619 1.17 × 10−3
Υ3(4
3D3)γ 3.08 5.84 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.00332 6.30 × 10−6
BB 9.72 MeV 18.4
BB∗ 25.8 MeV 49.0
B∗B∗ 15.7 MeV 29.8
BsBs 0.0566 MeV 0.107
BsB
∗
s 0.775 MeV 1.47
B∗sB
∗
s 0.324 MeV 0.615
Total 52.7 MeV 100
17.6 ± 2.7% [52], respectively. One can see that B∗B∗ is the
leading decay channel and the following B∗sB
∗
s and BB
∗ are
next-to-leading decay modes. This is not only contradictory
with our calculations but most of other theoretical estimates
of potential models [26, 27, 31]. The possible reasons are
the following: firstly, as mentioned before, experimental mea-
surement is not enough and one cannot rule out the latent error
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TABLE XXV: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and the total
widths for 61P1 and 6
3P0 bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
hb(6
1P1) ggg 74.1 6.01 × 10−2
ηb(1
1S 0)γ 1.98 1.61 × 10−3
ηb(2
1S 0)γ 1.55 1.26 × 10−3
ηb(3
1S 0)γ 1.51 1.22 × 10−3
ηb(4
1S 0)γ 1.17 0.949 × 10−3
ηb(5
1S 0)γ 1.25 1.01 × 10−3
ηb(6
1S 0)γ 7.50 6.08 × 10−3
ηb2(5
1D2)γ 3.30 2.68 × 10−3
χb0(1
3P0)γ 0.00456 3.70 × 10−6
χb1(1
3P1)γ 8.04 × 10−4 6.52 × 10−7
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.00168 1.36 × 10−6
BB∗ 40.5 MeV 32.8
BB(13P0) 0.0327 MeV 2.65 × 10−2
BB(1P1) 6.10 × 10−7 MeV 4.95 × 10−7
BB(1P′
1
) 2.72 × 10−5 MeV 2.21 × 10−5
BB(13P2) 9.38 MeV 7.61
B∗B∗ 28.0 MeV 22.7
B∗B(13P0) 2.41 × 10−4 MeV 1.96 × 10−4
B∗B(1P1) 18.5 MeV 15.1
B∗B(1P′
1
) 5.69 MeV 4.62
B∗B(13P2) 20.4 MeV 16.5
BsB
∗
s 0.143 MeV 0.116
B∗sB
∗
s 0.614 MeV 0.498
Total 123.3 MeV 100
χb0(6
3P0) γγ 0.128 1.06 × 10−4
gg 2.24 MeV 1.86
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.0563 4.68 × 10−5
Υ(23S 1)γ 0.0784 6.51 × 10−5
Υ(33S 1)γ 0.215 1.79 × 10−4
Υ(43S 1)γ 0.266 2.21 × 10−4
Υ(53S 1)γ 0.364 3.02 × 10−4
Υ(63S 1)γ 5.47 4.54 × 10−3
Υ1(5
3D1)γ 2.45 2.03 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.00523 4.34 × 10−6
BB 29.5 MeV 24.5
BB(1P1) 2.97 MeV 2.47
BB(1P′
1
) 14.5 MeV 12.0
B∗B∗ 31.0 MeV 25.7
B∗B(13P0) 2.81 MeV 2.33
B∗B(1P1) 1.51 MeV 1.25
B∗B(1P′
1
) 0.0403 MeV 3.35 × 10−2
B∗B(13P2) 34.7 MeV 28.8
BsBs 1.05 × 10−4 MeV 8.72 × 10−5
B∗sB
∗
s 1.13 MeV 0.939
Total 120.4 MeV 100
TABLE XXVI: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and the total
widths for 63P1 and 6
3P2 bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
χb1(6
3P1) qq¯g 128 9.13 × 10−2
Υ(13S 1)γ 0.478 3.41 × 10−4
Υ(23S 1)γ 0.394 2.81 × 10−4
Υ(33S 1)γ 0.616 4.39 × 10−4
Υ(43S 1)γ 0.741 5.29 × 10−4
Υ(53S 1)γ 0.706 5.04 × 10−4
Υ(63S 1)γ 6.45 4.60 × 10−3
Υ1(5
3D1)γ 0.921 6.57 × 10−4
Υ2(5
3D2)γ 2.37 1.69 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 5.02 × 10−5 3.58 × 10−8
BB∗ 43.7 MeV 31.2
BB(13P0) 1.27 × 10−4 MeV 9.08 × 10−5
BB(1P1) 1.14 MeV 0.815
BB(1P′
1
) 1.90 MeV 1.35
BB(13P2) 10.3 MeV 7.36
B∗B∗ 27.3 MeV 19.5
B∗B(13P0) 2.90 MeV 2.07
B∗B(1P1) 4.49 MeV 3.20
B∗B(1P′
1
) 12.0 MeV 8.59
B∗B(13P2) 35.5 MeV 25.3
BsB
∗
s 0.200 MeV 0.143
B∗sB
∗
s 0.661 MeV 0.472
Total 140.2 MeV 100
χb2(6
3P2) γγ 0.0139 1.30 × 10−5
gg 255 0.238
Υ(13S 1)γ 1.21 1.13 × 10−3
Υ(23S 1)γ 0.852 7.96 × 10−4
Υ(33S 1)γ 1.09 1.02 × 10−3
Υ(43S 1)γ 1.27 1.19 × 10−3
Υ(53S 1)γ 1.03 9.62 × 10−4
Υ(63S 1)γ 7.04 6.57 × 10−3
Υ1(5
3D1)γ 0.0472 4.41 × 10−5
Υ2(5
3D2)γ 0.628 5.86 × 10−4
Υ3(5
3D3)γ 3.05 2.85 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.00299 2.79 × 10−6
BB 5.63 MeV 5.27
BB∗ 21.4 MeV 20.0
BB(1P1) 0.469 MeV 0.439
BB(1P′
1
) 0.527 MeV 0.493
BB(13P2) 1.66 MeV 1.55
B∗B∗ 37.5 MeV 35.1
B∗B(13P0) 2.35 MeV 2.20
B∗B(1P1) 5.62 MeV 5.26
B∗B(1P′
1
) 13.3 MeV 12.4
B∗B(13P2) 17.7 MeV 16.6
BsBs 0.0384 MeV 3.59 × 10−2
BsB
∗
s 0.0289 MeV 2.70 × 10−2
B∗sB
∗
s 0.653 MeV 0.611
Total 107.1 MeV 100
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in experiment; secondly, the calculated partial width of strong
decay is dependent on particle’s real mass and a more accu-
rate mass value may reduce the possible deviation from the
phenomenological decay model. Finally, there may be some
other physical effects andmechanisms in the strong decay pro-
cess of Υ(10860). In Ref. [66], authors just discussed the ap-
plication of the Franck-Condon principle, which is common
in molecular physics on the anomalous high branching ratios
of B∗sB
∗
s versus BsB
∗
s.
For the Υ(11020) state, there are no experimental data in
the open-bottom decay channel at present. We predict that
the dominant modes of Υ(6S ) are BB∗, BB(1P1), BB, B∗B∗
with the corresponding branching ratios as 43 %, 21.6 % ,20.4
% and 11.5 %, respectively. These partial widths are quite
different from the predictions by the GI model [26], though
both of the predictions of total widths are contiguous, which
are expected to be tested by the forthcoming Belle II.
2. Υ(7S ) and Υ(8S )
In Ref. [26], authors did not study the properties of Υ(7S )
and Υ(8S ) in the framework of the GI model. Considering
the importance of a screening effect for higher bottomonia,
we employ the modified GI model with a screening effect to
study the nature of the two particles in this work. In Table
III, we predict the masses of Υ(7S ) and Υ(8S ) as 11157 MeV
and 11296 MeV, which are raised by 154 and 293 MeV, re-
spectively, compared with the mass value of Υ(11020) from
Belle [63]. We suggest future experiments to search for these
two bottomonia in the vicinity of their corresponding energies
mentioned above. The decay information of partial widths
and branching ratios of strong decay, annihilation decay, and
radiative transition and the total widths for the Υ(7S ) and
Υ(8S ) are shown in Tables XX and XXI, respectively. The
total width of Υ(7S ) is estimated to be 101.4 MeV, which
means a broad state. There are thirteen open-bottom modes,
among which the important decay channels are B∗B(13P2),
BB∗, B∗B∗, B∗B(1P′
1
), B∗B(1P1), and BBwith the correspond-
ing partial widths, 28.1, 22.0, 20.4, 9.26, 9.03, and 6.79 MeV,
respectively. From Table XX, we find that the combination of
a vector meson B∗ and a P-wave bottom meson accounts for a
large portion of the total width of Υ(7S ). Contributions from
the B+B(1P) and bottom-strangemeson modes can be almost
ignored. Some typical ratios of partial widths are given by
Γ[Υ(73S 1) → BB∗]
Γ[Υ(73S 1) → BB]
= 3.24,
Γ[Υ(73S 1)→ B∗B∗]
Γ[Υ(73S 1) → BB]
= 3.00,
Γ[Υ(73S 1) → B∗B(13P2)]
Γ[Υ(73S 1) → BB]
= 4.14,
Γ[Υ(73S 1) → B∗B(1P′1)]
Γ[Υ(73S 1)→ BB]
= 1.36,
Γ[Υ(73S 1) → B∗B(1P1)]
Γ[Υ(73S 1)→ BB]
= 1.33, (12)
which can be tested by future experiments.
In Table XXI, the total width of Υ(8S ) is predicted to be
66.6 MeV and the dominant decay channels are B∗B∗ and BB∗
with branching ratios 40.9 % and 31.0 %, respectively. The
B∗B∗ and BB∗ modes are excellent decay channels to detect
the Υ(8S ) bottomonium state in the future experiments. All
the decay modes BB, BB(1P′
1
), and BB(13P2) have a consis-
tent partial width of about 4−5 MeV, which almost occupies
the remaining contributions to the total width. It is difficult
to experimentally observe the configuration of bottom-strange
mesons in the Υ(8S ) decay.
C. P-wave states
From Fig. 2, the first above-threshold P-wave bottomo-
nia are 4P states, which include spin-singlet hb(4P) and spin-
triplet χbJ(4P) with J = 0, 1, 2 and exceed the BB¯ threshold
by about 200 MeV according to our estimates. These above-
threshold particles have not yet been found by experiments. In
Table III, the mass values of higher radial P-wave bottomonia
5P and 6P states are estimated to be about 10940 and 11100
MeV, respectively, which are reduced by about 70 and 110
MeV compared to the predictions of the GI model, respec-
tively. In this subsection, we will give a theoretical analysis
of their decay properties including higher radial P-wave bot-
tomonia 5P and 6P states in the framework of the modified GI
model. We hope to provide useful information for the search
for these bottomonia in future experiments.
The decay behaviors of 4P, 5P, and 6P bottomonia are
given in Tables XXII-XXVI in succession. For the 4P bot-
tomonium states and even higher bottomonia with higher ra-
dial quantum number or higher orbital angular momentum,
the screening effect begins to manifestly show its power in
the description of corresponding decay properties because the
theoretical calculations of various decay processes are directly
dependent on the mass value and the wave function of the re-
lated hadrons. Therefore, in the following discussion, includ-
ing the subsequent higher D, F, and G-wave states, we will
perform a detailed comparison of the predicted decay proper-
ties with and without a screening effect. In Ref. [26], authors
studied the P-wave bottomonia only up to 5P states by the
GI model. Thus, we focus only on the comparison of 4P and
5P bottomonia, and our predicted decay properties of 6P bot-
tomonia will be illustrated at the end.
According to the numerical results in Tables XXII-XXIV
and Ref. [26], we conclude the followings.
1. Compared with the predicted partial widths of the GI
model, our values of radiative transitions 4P → 3D
and 5P → 4D are 1.5∼2 times smaller. Our calcu-
lated partial widths of the dominant radiative decays
4P → (4, 3)S and 5P → (5, 4)S are much smaller. Ours
of the 5P states have an order of magnitude difference.
In addition, the predictions of 4P → 2S and 5P → 3S
from the GI model are almost negligible compared with
other radiative transition processes due to correspond-
ing partial widths of 10−1 ∼ 10−4 keV on the whole.
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However, our calculations indicate that there have con-
sistent numerical results of partial widths between 4P
or 5P states transition to the S -wave ground state and
the S -wave low-excited states.
2. For the 4P and 5P bottomonium states, open-bottom
strong decay still is dominated and because the pre-
dicted mass of GI model is higher than that of us, so
in their calculations some higher modes of bottom or
bottom-strange configuration are included. From the
perspective of the total width, the most obvious dif-
ference is from the χb0(4P) state, whose predicted to-
tal widths are estimated to be 112.1 and 34.5 MeV by
the modified GI model and GI model, respectively. For
the other 4P states, the predictions of GI model are less
than about 10 ∼ 20 MeV compared with that of mod-
ified GI model. After that, the predicted total widths
of GI model in the 5P bottomonium states are overall
higher than about 5 ∼ 20 MeV except for the hb(5P)
state since the contribution of P-wave bottom meson.
Although the difference in total width is not conspicu-
ous for most of the 4P and 5P states, but the predicted
dominant decay modes of 4P and 5P states from two
different models are almost all opposite, which also il-
lustrates that the influence of the screening effect on the
higher bottomonia is quite significant. Thus the present
work should be of great value for revealing nature of
bottomonium.
3. The total width of the hb(4P) state is predicted to be
48.1 MeV and the dominant decay mode is B∗B∗ with
branching ratio 90.5 %. The total widths of spin-triplet
χbJ(4P) states are estimated to be 112.1, 40.3 and 66.0
MeV corresponding to J = 1, 2, 3, respectively. This
shows the χb0(4P) is a broad state and other two states
are relatively narrow so that the triplet states of 4P bot-
tomonium should be easily distinguished in the exper-
iment. In addition, the dominant decay mode of three
χbJ(4P) states are all B
∗B∗ with branching ratio 92.8
%, 83.1 % and 72.0 %, respectively, so we suggest the
future experiments to detect 4P bottomonium states by
the B∗B∗ mode.
4. The total width of the hb(5P) state is predicted to be
49.4 MeV and is identical with that of the hb(4P) state.
The dominant decay channels of the hb(5P) state are
BB∗ and B∗B∗, and corresponding branching ratios are
75.7 % and 21.1 % respectively. We predict that the to-
tal width of χbJ(5P) is about 40 ∼ 50 MeV, and decay
mode BB and B∗B∗ are critical for the χb0(5P) state and
the dominant decay channels of χb1(5P) are BB
∗ and
B∗B∗, furthermore, for the χb2(5P), there are three im-
portant decay modes BB∗, B∗B∗ and BB which all have
a great contribution for its total width. The above con-
clusions could be examined by experiment in the future.
The predicted average mass of 6P bottomonium states by
modified GI model is 11099 MeV, which is about 80 ∼ 100
MeV above the experimental mass of the observed Υ(11020)
state. Hence, more strong decay channels of 6P states are
opened. From Table XXV and XXVI, Our results indicate that
the hb(6P) and χbJ(6P) all are broad bottomoniummesons be-
cause of the predicted total width of about 107 ∼ 140 MeV.
Additionally, BB∗, B∗B∗, and B∗B(13P2) just simultaneously
are the main decay channels for spin-singlet hb(6P) and triplet
χbJ(6P) with J = 1, 2, and the sum of their contributions all
are more than 70% to the total decay width. The decay modes
B∗B(13P2), B∗B∗ and BB are dominant for the χb0(6P) state
with branching ratios of 28.8 %, 25.7 % and 24.5 %, respec-
tively. A common decay feature of 6P bottomonium states can
clearly be seen, that is, the role of mode B∗B∗ and B∗B(13P2)
are quite considerable.
D. D-wave states
In this subsection, we will discuss features of D-wave bot-
tomonia. Among them, the D-wave vector bottomonium with
JPC = 1−− is quite interesting because unlike charmonium
system, there is no clear signal to show the existence of D-
wave vector states although many S -wave vector bottomonia
have been discovered by experiments. Hence it is helpful for
understanding this puzzle and further understanding the be-
haviors of bottomonia that we study the intrinsic properties
of these missing Υ1(n
3D1) states. There are only 1D and 2D
bottomonia below the BB¯ threshold. The mass of 3D states
is located at around 10680 MeV according to our estimates,
which is 120 MeV larger than the threshold. We also predict
that the masses of 4D and 5D bottomonia are about 10880 and
11050 MeV, respectively. In Table III, we notice that the pre-
dicted mass of Υ1(4
3D1) is 10871 MeV, which is very close
to the measured value of the Υ(10860) state [63]. However,
the possibility of a such candidate for Υ(10860) can be ba-
sically excluded by the following analysis. Next, we discuss
the decay properties of D-wave bottomonia up to 5D states in
detail.
In Tables XXVII-XXX, we list the numerical results of 3D
and 4D bottomonium decays. Comparing ours with the calcu-
lation of Ref. [26], we can conclude
1. Compared with the GI model [26], almost all of our es-
timated partial widths of radiative transition for 3D and
4D bottomonia become smaller except for the electro-
magnetic processes of 3D → 1P and 4D → 2P, which
become larger from 20 % to 300 % range.
2. Similar to the situation of χb0(4P), our prediction of
the total width for the Υ1(3D) is 54.1 MeV, which is
largely different from an estimate of 103.6 MeV by the
GI model. Overall, the 3D bottomonia are broad reso-
nances, where the predicted total widths of other three
particles ηb2(3D), Υ2(3D) and Υ3(3D) are 143.0, 96.3,
and 223.8 MeV, respectively. Our results of 3D and
4D states on the partial widths and branching ratios of
strong decay channels are still quite different from those
of the GI model. The strong decaymodes of ηb2(3D) are
only B∗B∗ and BB∗ with close predicted ratios, which
accounts for almost all the contributions to the total
width. For the Υ1(3D), the dominant decay mode is
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TABLE XXVII: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and total
widths for 31D2 and 3
3D1 bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
ηb2(3
1D2) gg 1.59 1.11 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 1.03 7.20 × 10−4
hb(2
1P1)γ 2.96 2.07 × 10−3
hb(3
1P1)γ 18.2 1.27 × 10−2
hb3(1
1F3)γ 0.0116 8.11 × 10−6
hb3(2
1F3)γ 2.01 1.41 × 10−3
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 9.97 × 10−4 6.97 × 10−7
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 1.95 × 10−4 1.36 × 10−7
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 1.22 × 10−4 8.53 × 10−8
BB∗ 60.6 MeV 42.4
B∗B∗ 82.5 MeV 57.6
Total 143.0 MeV 100
Υ1(3
3D1) ℓ
+ℓ− 0.003 5.55 × 10−6
ggg 26.0 4.81 × 10−2
χb0(1
3P0)γ 0.976 1.80 × 10−3
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.255 4.71 × 10−4
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.00431 7.97 × 10−6
χb0(2
3P0)γ 2.44 4.51 × 10−3
χb1(2
3P1)γ 0.954 1.76 × 10−3
χb2(2
3P2)γ 0.0315 5.82 × 10−5
χb0(3
3P0)γ 10.9 2.01 × 10−2
χb1(3
3P1)γ 7.42 1.37 × 10−2
χb2(3
3P2)γ 0.440 8.13 × 10−4
χb2(1
3F2)γ 0.0253 4.68 × 10−5
χb2(2
3F2)γ 1.88 3.48 × 10−3
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 3.66 × 10−4 6.77 × 10−7
BB 5.47 MeV 10.1
BB∗ 15.2 MeV 28.1
B∗B∗ 33.4 MeV 61.8
Total 54.1 MeV 100
B∗B∗ with a branching ratio 61.8 %. The mode BB with
10.1 % may not be the best process to experimentally
search for Υ1(3D). Additionally, its branching ratio of
annihilating to the leptonic pair ℓ+ℓ− is three orders of
magnitude smaller than Υ(4S ) state. Hence, it is hard
to detect this D-wave vector bottomonium in the final
state events of µ+µ−. This situation is also applied to
the Υ1(4D) and Υ1(5D) states. Finally, one can easily
find that the modes B∗B∗ and BB∗ are dominant both for
the Υ2(3D) and Υ3(3D) at the same time.
TABLEXXVIII: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and total
widths for 33D2 and 3
3D3 bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
Υ2(3
3D2) ggg 2.27 2.36 × 10−3
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.903 9.38 × 10−4
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.122 1.27 × 10−4
χb1(2
3P1)γ 2.44 2.53 × 10−3
χb2(2
3P2)γ 0.467 4.85 × 10−4
χb1(3
3P1)γ 14.0 1.45 × 10−2
χb2(3
3P2)γ 4.23 4.39 × 10−3
χb2(2
3F2)γ 0.251 2.61 × 10−4
χb3(2
3F3)γ 1.799 1.87 × 10−3
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 2.99 × 10−5 3.10 × 10−8
ηb2(2
1D2)γ 7.58 × 10−5 7.87 × 10−8
BB∗ 48.5 MeV 50.4
B∗B∗ 47.8 MeV 49.6
Total 96.3 MeV 100
Υ3(3
3D3) ggg 6.65 2.97 × 10−3
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.983 4.39 × 10−4
χb2(2
3P2)γ 2.68 1.20 × 10−3
χb2(3
3P2)γ 17.6 7.86 × 10−3
χb2(2
3F2)γ 0.00584 2.61 × 10−6
χb3(2
3F3)γ 0.185 8.27 × 10−5
χb4(2
3F4)γ 2.00 8.94 × 10−4
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 8.94 × 10−4 3.99 × 10−7
ηb2(2
1D2)γ 7.88 × 10−4 3.52 × 10−7
BB 23.2 MeV 10.4
BB∗ 53.0 MeV 23.7
B∗B∗ 147.6 MeV 65.9
Total 223.8 MeV 100
3. The total widths of 4D bottomonia including the spin
singlet ηb2(4D) and three triplets ΥJ(4D) are estimated
to be about 70 ∼ 90 MeV. Our results are generally 10 ∼
20 MeV larger than those of the GI model. The ηb2(4D)
mainly decays into BB∗ and B∗B∗ with the branching
ratios 63.2 % and 33.4 %, respectively. The corre-
sponding partner Υ2(4D) has the similar decay behav-
ior. Although the mass of Υ(10860) is compatible with
our prediction of Υ1(4
3D1) state in Table III, we can
safely rule out this allocation since the two orders of
magnitude difference on the branching ratios of the lep-
tonic pair decay ℓ+ℓ− between the theoretical and mea-
sured data. We predict that the main decay channels
of Υ1(4D) are B
∗B∗, BB and BB∗ with corresponding
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TABLE XXIX: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and total
widths for 41D2 and 4
3D1 bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
ηb2(4
1D2) gg 1.86 2.27 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.697 8.49 × 10−4
hb(2
1P1)γ 1.10 1.34 × 10−3
hb(3
1P1)γ 2.88 3.51 × 10−3
hb(4
1P1)γ 11.4 1.39 × 10−2
hb3(1
1F3)γ 0.0131 1.60 × 10−5
hb3(2
1F3)γ 0.0125 1.52 × 10−5
hb3(3
1F3)γ 2.43 2.96 × 10−3
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 8.76 × 10−4 1.07 × 10−6
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 1.42 × 10−4 1.73 × 10−7
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 1.65 × 10−4 2.01 × 10−7
BB∗ 51.9 MeV 63.2
B∗B∗ 27.4 MeV 33.4
BsB
∗
s 1.63 MeV 1.98
B∗s B
∗
s 1.16 MeV 1.41
Total 82.1 MeV 100
Υ1(4
3D1) ℓ
+ℓ− 0.003 3.44 × 10−6
ggg 30.4 3.49 × 10−2
χb0(1
3P0)γ 0.752 8.62 × 10−4
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.166 1.90 × 10−4
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.00114 1.31 × 10−6
χb0(2
3P0)γ 0.928 1.06 × 10−3
χb1(2
3P1)γ 0.296 3.39 × 10−4
χb2(2
3P2)γ 0.00625 7.17 × 10−6
χb0(3
3P0)γ 2.18 2.50 × 10−3
χb1(3
3P1)γ 0.948 1.09 × 10−3
χb2(3
3P2)γ 0.0329 3.77 × 10−5
χb0(4
3P0)γ 7.13 8.18 × 10−3
χb1(4
3P1)γ 4.62 5.30 × 10−3
χb2(4
3P2)γ 0.274 3.14 × 10−4
χb2(2
3F2)γ 0.0313 3.59 × 10−5
χb2(3
3F2)γ 2.25 2.58 × 10−3
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 4.08 × 10−4 4.68 × 10−7
BB 27.4 MeV 31.4
BB∗ 15.1 MeV 17.3
B∗B∗ 42.1 MeV 48.3
BsBs 0.560 MeV 0.642
BsB
∗
s 0.360 MeV 0.412
B∗s B
∗
s 1.66 MeV 1.91
Total 87.2 MeV 100
TABLE XXX: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-
allowed strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and
total widths for 43D2 and 4
3D3 bottomonium states. The width re-
sults are in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
Υ2(4
3D2) ggg 2.75 3.12 × 10−3
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.616 6.98 × 10−4
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.0537 6.09 × 10−5
χb1(2
3P1)γ 0.927 1.05 × 10−3
χb2(2
3P2)γ 0.139 1.58 × 10−4
χb1(3
3P1)γ 2.344 2.66 × 10−3
χb2(3
3P2)γ 0.467 5.29 × 10−4
χb1(4
3P1)γ 8.77 9.94 × 10−3
χb2(4
3P2)γ 2.65 3.00 × 10−3
χb2(3
3F2)γ 0.297 3.37 × 10−4
χb3(3
3F3)γ 2.17 2.46 × 10−3
ηb2(3
1D2)γ 6.39 × 10−5 7.24 × 10−8
BB∗ 52.2 MeV 59.2
B∗B∗ 33.1 MeV 37.6
BsB
∗
s 1.55 MeV 1.76
B∗sB
∗
s 1.33 MeV 1.51
Total 88.2 MeV 100
Υ3(4
3D3) ggg 8.38 1.27 × 10−2
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.522 7.91 × 10−4
χb2(2
3P2)γ 1.00 1.52 × 10−3
χb2(3
3P2)γ 2.59 3.92 × 10−3
χb2(4
3P2)γ 11.1 1.68 × 10−2
χb2(3
3F2)γ 0.00678 1.03 × 10−5
χb3(3
3F3)γ 0.220 3.33 × 10−4
χb4(3
3F4)γ 2.32 3.52 × 10−3
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 7.40 × 10−4 1.12 × 10−6
ηb2(2
1D2)γ 8.72 × 10−4 1.32 × 10−6
BB 6.82 MeV 10.3
BB∗ 28.5 MeV 43.1
B∗B∗ 28.9 MeV 43.8
BsBs 0.00593 MeV 8.97 × 10−3
BsB
∗
s 0.892 MeV 1.35
B∗sB
∗
s 0.945 MeV 1.43
Total 66.0 MeV 100
partial widths 42.1, 27.4, and 15.1 MeV, respectively.
We hope this is validated in future experiments. For the
Υ3(4D) state, B
∗B∗ and BB∗ are dominant decay modes.
Furthermore, they have a completely consistent branch-
ing ratio 43 %, and the mode BB also has about 10 %
contributions to the total width.
4. Compared with the S -wave Υ’s, the D-wave bottomo-
nia behave more like quite broad states and the leptonic
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TABLE XXXI: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and total
widths for 51D2 and 5
3D1 bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
ηb2(5
1D2) gg 2.13 1.92 × 10−3
hb(1
1P1)γ 0.373 3.37 × 10−4
hb(2
1P1)γ 0.682 6.16 × 10−4
hb(3
1P1)γ 1.13 1.02 × 10−3
hb(4
1P1)γ 2.23 2.01 × 10−3
hb(5
1P1)γ 10.2 9.21 × 10−3
hb3(2
1F3)γ 0.0202 1.82 × 10−5
hb3(3
1F3)γ 0.00901 8.14 × 10−6
hb3(4
1F3)γ 2.72 2.46 × 10−3
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 7.38 × 10−4 6.67 × 10−7
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 1.02 × 10−4 9.21 × 10−8
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 1.84 × 10−4 1.66 × 10−7
BB∗ 39.4 MeV 35.6
BB(13P0) 0.216 MeV 0.195
BB(1P1) 0.00109 MeV 9.87 × 10−4
BB(1P′
1
) 0.00107 MeV 9.64 × 10−4
BB(13P2) 14.7 MeV 13.3
B∗B∗ 37.2 MeV 33.6
B∗B(13P0) 0.00218 MeV 1.97 × 10−3
B∗B(1P1) 18.5 MeV 16.7
BsB
∗
s 0.0762 MeV 6.88 × 10−2
B∗sB
∗
s 0.590 MeV 0.533
Total 110.7 MeV 100
Υ1(5
3D1) ℓ
+ℓ− 0.00302 2.48 × 10−6
ggg 34.7 2.85 × 10−2
χb0(1
3P0)γ 0.508 4.17 × 10−4
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.0757 6.22 × 10−5
χb0(2
3P0)γ 0.755 6.20 × 10−4
χb1(2
3P1)γ 0.178 1.46 × 10−4
χb0(3
3P0)γ 0.979 8.04 × 10−4
χb1(3
3P1)γ 0.324 2.66 × 10−4
χb0(4
3P0)γ 1.72 1.41 × 10−3
χb1(4
3P1)γ 0.739 6.07 × 10−4
χb0(5
3P0)γ 6.11 5.02 × 10−3
χb1(5
3P1)γ 4.07 3.34 × 10−3
χb2(5
3P2)γ 0.240 1.97 × 10−4
χb2(2
3F2)γ 0.0328 2.70 × 10−5
χb2(3
3F2)γ 0.0272 2.24 × 10−5
χb2(4
3F2)γ 2.49 2.05 × 10−3
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 4.08 × 10−4 3.35 × 10−7
BB 20.0 MeV 16.4
BB∗ 19.3 MeV 15.8
BB(1P1) 4.08 MeV 3.35
BB(1P′
1
) 18.1 MeV 14.8
BB(13P2) 9.23 MeV 7.59
B∗B∗ 47.1 MeV 38.7
B∗B(13P0) 3.02 MeV 2.48
BsBs 0.0235 MeV 1.93 × 10−2
BsB
∗
s 0.103 MeV 8.44 × 10−2
B∗sB
∗
s 0.798 MeV 0.656
Total 121.7 MeV 100
TABLE XXXII: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-
allowed strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and
total widths for 53D2 and 5
3D3 bottomonium states. The width re-
sults are in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
Υ2(5
3D2) ggg 3.23 3.18 × 10−3
χb1(1
3P1)γ 0.343 3.38 × 10−4
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.0195 1.92 × 10−5
χb1(2
3P1)γ 0.604 5.94 × 10−4
χb2(2
3P2)γ 0.0574 5.65 × 10−5
χb1(3
3P1)γ 0.951 9.36 × 10−4
χb2(3
3P2)γ 0.142 1.40 × 10−4
χb1(4
3P1)γ 1.79 1.76 × 10−3
χb2(4
3P2)γ 0.363 3.57 × 10−4
χb1(5
3P1)γ 7.65 7.53 × 10−3
χb2(5
3P2)γ 2.30 2.26 × 10−3
χb2(4
3F2)γ 0.320 3.15 × 10−4
χb3(4
3F3)γ 2.30 2.26 × 10−3
ηb2(4
1D2)γ 5.11 × 10−5 5.03 × 10−8
BB∗ 45.6 MeV 44.9
BB(13P0) 2.50 × 10−7 MeV 2.46 × 10−7
BB(1P1) 2.61 MeV 2.57
BB(1P′
1
) 6.36 MeV 6.26
BB(13P2) 6.43 MeV 6.33
B∗B∗ 35.9 MeV 35.3
B∗B(13P0) 3.70 MeV 3.65
B∗B(1P1) 0.307 MeV 0.302
BsB
∗
s 0.125 MeV 0.123
B∗sB
∗
s 0.531 MeV 0.523
Total 101.6 MeV 100
Υ3(5
3D3) ggg 10.1 1.17 × 10−2
χb2(1
3P2)γ 0.262 3.05 × 10−4
χb2(2
3P2)γ 0.510 5.93 × 10−4
χb2(3
3P2)γ 0.974 1.13 × 10−3
χb2(4
3P2)γ 1.99 2.31 × 10−3
χb2(5
3P2)γ 9.69 1.13 × 10−2
χb2(4
3F2)γ 0.00747 8.69 × 10−6
χb3(4
3F3)γ 0.238 2.77 × 10−4
χb4(4
3F4)γ 2.61 3.03 × 10−3
ηb2(1
1D2)γ 6.08 × 10−4 7.07 × 10−7
ηb2(2
1D2)γ 8.06 × 10−4 9.37 × 10−7
BB 2.20 MeV 2.56
BB∗ 14.1 MeV 16.5
BB(1P1) 2.19 MeV 2.54
BB(1P′
1
) 5.91 MeV 6.87
BB(13P2) 6.65 MeV 7.73
B∗B∗ 48.5 MeV 56.4
B∗B(13P0) 3.96 MeV 4.61
B∗B(1P1) 1.55 MeV 1.81
BsBs 0.126 MeV 0.147
BsB
∗
s 0.00506 MeV 5.88 × 10−3
B∗sB
∗
s 0.769 MeV 0.895
Total 86.0 MeV 100
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TABLE XXXIII: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-
allowed strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and
total widths for the 2F bottomonium states. The width results are in
units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
hb3(2
1F3) ηb2(1
1D2)γ 1.99 0.482
ηb2(2
1D2)γ 17.4 4.21
ηb4(1
1G4)γ 1.06 0.257
χb2(1
3F2)γ 3.70 × 10−4 8.96 × 10−5
χb3(1
3F3)γ 1.16 × 10−4 2.81 × 10−5
BB∗ 0.393 MeV 95.2
Total 0.413 MeV 100
χb2(2
3F2) gg 2.04 4.93 × 10−3
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 1.95 4.71 × 10−3
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 0.224 5.41 × 10−4
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 0.00367 8.86 × 10−6
Υ1(2
3D1)γ 15.1 3.65 × 10−2
Υ2(2
3D2)γ 2.55 6.16 × 10−3
Υ3(2
3D3)γ 0.0681 1.64 × 10−4
Υ3(1
3G3)γ 0.946 2.29 × 10−3
hb3(1
1F3)γ 9.12 × 10−6 2.20 × 10−8
BB 41.4 MeV ∼100
Total 41.4 MeV 100
χb3(2
3F3) gg 0.167 3.08 × 10−2
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 1.83 0.337
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 0.145 2.67 × 10−2
Υ2(2
3D2)γ 15.4 2.84
Υ3(2
3D3)γ 1.80 0.331
Υ3(1
3G3)γ 0.0664 1.22 × 10−2
Υ4(1
3G4)γ 0.957 0.176
hb3(1
1F3)γ 9.40 × 10−5 1.73 × 10−5
BB∗ 0.524 MeV 96.5
Total 0.543 MeV 100
χb4(2
3F4) gg 0.126 1.22 × 10−2
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 1.85 0.180
Υ3(2
3D3)γ 16.9 1.64
Υ3(1
3G3)γ 8.80 × 10−4 8.54 × 10−5
Υ4(1
3G4)γ 0.0535 5.19 × 10−3
Υ5(1
3G5)γ 1.05 0.102
hb3(1
1F3)γ 3.90 × 10−4 3.79 × 10−5
BB 1.01 MeV 98.1
BB∗ 6.93 × 10−4 MeV 6.73 × 10−2
Total 1.03 MeV 100
annihilation widths are too small as mentioned before.
Hence, this can also explain why the S -waveΥ’s are ex-
perimentally found in succession but the D-wave Υ1’s
always have no movement in experiments.
The detailed decay information of 5D bottomonium states
are presented in Table XXXI and XXXII. Our results in-
dicate that the spin-singlet ηb2(5D) and triplet ΥJ(5D) with
J = 1, 2, 3 are all broad states, whose predicted total widths
are 110.7, 121.7, 101.6, and 86.0 MeV, respectively. We
also notice that the dominant decay channels of ηb2(5
1D1),
Υ2(5
3D2) and Υ3(5
3D3) are all B
∗B∗ and BB∗ and other rela-
tively important decaymodes are provided by the strong decay
channels containing P-wave bottom mesons. It is very inter-
esting to study the properties of Υ1(5
3D1) because the mass of
Υ1(5D) is only 40 MeV larger than that of Υ(6S ) according to
our prediction in Table III, which is nearly 100 MeV smaller
than that of the GI model. Our numerical results show that
the Υ1(5
3D1) is a broad state, for which there are ten open-
bottom decay modes. Furthermore, its main decay channels
are B∗B∗, BB, BB∗ , BB(1P′
1
) and BB(13P2), and the corre-
sponding branching ratios are 38.7 %, 16.4 %, 15.8 %, 14.8
%, and 7.59 %, respectively. The contributions of bottom-
strange mesons are too low to exceed 1 %. Finally, we hope
that these results can provide valuable clues for future experi-
ments to search for more D-wave bottomonia.
E. F-wave states
In the following, we will focus on the higher F-wave bot-
tomonia, i.e., 2F, 3F, and 4F bottomonia. The theoretical
mass values of F-wave bottomonia are presented in Table III.
Their average mass values are the same as those of the spin-
singlet states of 10609, 10812, and 10988 MeV with radial
quantum number n = 2, 3, 4, respectively. From Fig. 2, it is
also easily to find that the mass values of these particles are
close to the S -wave bottomonium states corresponding to ra-
dial quantum number n = 4, 5, 6, respectively.
In Tables XXXIII-XXXV, we present the numerical decay
results of 2F and 3F bottomonia, which are also studied by
Ref. [26] in the framework of the GI model. By analyzing
and comparing our calculation with the GI model [26], we
conclude
1. The radiative transitions of F-wave states also have a
rule very similar to P-wave and D-wave bottomonia,
which can be seen by comparing the predictions of the
modified GI model and GI model. That is, our par-
tial widths of radiative decays are smaller than those
of the GI model on the whole except for the radiative
processes 2F → 1D and 3F → 2D.
2. 2F bottomonia are states near the threshold, and their
corresponding open-bottom channels are either BB or
BB∗, whose partial widths from the GI model are much
larger than our predictions. We predict that the to-
tal widths of hb3(2F) and χb3(2F) states are 0.413
and 0.543 MeV, respectively, which are about one-30th
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TABLE XXXIV: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-
allowed strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and
the total widths for 31F3 and 3
3F2 bottomonium states. The width
results are in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
hb3(3
1F3) ηb2(1
1D2)γ 0.530 5.14 × 10−4
ηb2(2
1D2)γ 2.20 2.13 × 10−3
ηb2(3
1D2)γ 14.2 1.38 × 10−2
ηb4(2
1G4)γ 1.59 1.54 × 10−3
χb2(2
3F2)γ 3.41 × 10−4 3.30 × 10−7
χb3(2
3F3)γ 1.14 × 10−4 1.10 × 10−7
BB∗ 52.7 MeV 51.0
B∗B∗ 49.2 MeV 47.6
BsB
∗
s 1.35 MeV 1.31
Total 103.2 MeV 100
χb2(3
3F2) gg 3.17 2.20 × 10−3
Υ1(1
3D1)γ 0.540 3.75 × 10−4
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 0.0468 3.25 × 10−5
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 4.52 × 10−4 3.14 × 10−7
Υ1(2
3D1)γ 2.14 1.49 × 10−3
Υ2(2
3D2)γ 0.260 1.80 × 10−4
Υ3(2
3D3)γ 0.00462 3.21 × 10−6
Υ1(3
3D1)γ 12.3 8.54 × 10−3
Υ2(3
3D2)γ 2.12 1.47 × 10−3
Υ3(3
3D3)γ 0.0569 3.95 × 10−5
Υ3(2
3G3)γ 1.53 1.06 × 10−3
hb3(1
1F3)γ 3.47 × 10−5 2.41 × 10−8
BB 28.5 MeV 19.8
BB∗ 32.5 MeV 22.5
B∗B∗ 81.1 MeV 56.3
BsBs 0.898 MeV 0.623
BsB
∗
s 1.08 MeV 0.753
Total 144.1 MeV 100
times the results of the GI model. The total widths of
the other two particles χb2(2F) and χb4(2F) are calcu-
lated as 41.4 and 1.03 MeV, respectively. This result is
about 2 to 3 times smaller than those of the GI model.
From the above results, it can be easily noticed that
the χb2(2F) is a relatively broad state but the other 2F
states are all narrow states, which means that it is not
difficult to distinguish the spin-triplet with J = 2 of
2F bottomonia from the experiment. Some important
radiative decay modes of these narrow states may also
have large contributions to the total width. Hence, the
processes hb3(2F) → ηb2(2D)γ, χb3(2F) → Υ2(2D)γ,
TABLE XXXV: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and the total
widths for 33F3 and 3
3F4 bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
χb3(3
3F3) gg 0.270 2.32 × 10−4
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 0.494 4.24 × 10−4
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 0.0289 2.48 × 10−5
Υ2(2
3D2)γ 2.01 1.72 × 10−3
Υ3(2
3D3)γ 0.169 1.45 × 10−4
Υ2(3
3D2)γ 12.5 1.07 × 10−2
Υ3(3
3D3)γ 1.48 1.27 × 10−3
Υ3(2
3G3)γ 0.105 9.01 × 10−5
Υ4(2
3G4)γ 1.49 1.28 × 10−3
hb3(2
1F3)γ 7.35 × 10−5 6.30 × 10−8
BB∗ 60.6 MeV 51.9
B∗B∗ 54.3 MeV 46.5
BsB
∗
s 1.78 MeV 1.5
Total 116.6 MeV 100
χb4(3
3F4) gg 0.210 3.13 × 10−4
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 0.487 7.27 × 10−4
Υ3(2
3D3)γ 2.05 3.06 × 10−3
Υ3(3
3D3)γ 13.9 2.07 × 10−2
Υ3(2
3G3)γ 0.00141 2.10 × 10−6
Υ4(2
3G4)γ 0.0848 1.27 × 10−4
Υ5(2
3G5)γ 1.64 2.45 × 10−3
hb3(1
1F3)γ 3.17 × 10−4 4.73 × 10−7
BB 0.426 MeV 0.636
BB∗ 14.3 MeV 21.3
B∗B∗ 51.9 MeV 77.5
BsBs 0.365 MeV 0.545
BsB
∗
s 0.0605 MeV 9.03 × 10−2
Total 67.0 MeV 100
and χb4(2F)→ Υ3(2D)γ are possibly one of promising
ways to detect these narrow 2F bottomonia.
3. Different from the decay behaviors of 2F bottomonia,
the total widths of hb3(3F) and χbJ(3F) with J = 2, 3, 4
states are estimated to be 103.2, 144.1, 116.6, and 67.0
MeV, respectively, from the modified GI model. It is
apparent that 3F bottomonia are broad on the whole,
which is consistent with the GI model. The dominant
decay modes of four 3F bottomonia are B∗B∗ and BB∗
and their contributions to the total width reach 80 % to
98 %. The decay mode BB should also be important for
the χb2(3
3F2) state, where our branching ratio of BB is
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TABLEXXXVI: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-allowed
strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and the total
widths for 41F3 and 4
3F2 bottomonium states. The width results are
in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
hb3(4
1F3) ηb2(1
1D2)γ 0.238 3.51 × 10−4
ηb2(2
1D2)γ 0.701 1.03 × 10−3
ηb2(3
1D2)γ 2.09 3.08 × 10−3
ηb2(4
1D2)γ 12.2 1.80 × 10−2
ηb4(3
1G4)γ 2.00 2.95 × 10−3
χb2(2
3F2)γ 3.67 × 10−4 5.41 × 10−7
χb3(2
3F3)γ 9.41 × 10−5 1.39 × 10−7
χb3(2
3F4)γ 5.96 × 10−6 8.79 × 10−9
BB∗ 29.3 MeV 43.2
BB(13P0) 0.0617 MeV 9.10 × 10−2
B∗B∗ 37.6 MeV 55.5
BsB
∗
s 0.235 MeV 0.346
B∗sB
∗
s 0.548 MeV 0.808
Total 67.8 MeV 100
χb2(4
3F2) Υ1(1
3D1)γ 0.283 3.62 × 10−4
Υ2(1
3D2)γ 0.0183 2.34 × 10−5
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 7.59 × 10−5 9.71 × 10−8
Υ1(2
3D1)γ 0.708 9.05 × 10−4
Υ2(2
3D2)γ 0.0675 8.63 × 10−5
Υ3(2
3D3)γ 7.79 × 10−4 9.96 × 10−7
Υ1(3
3D1)γ 1.99 2.54 × 10−3
Υ2(3
3D2)γ 0.253 3.24 × 10−4
Υ3(3
3D3)γ 0.00471 6.02 × 10−6
Υ1(4
3D1)γ 10.4 1.33 × 10−2
Υ2(4
3D2)γ 1.81 2.31 × 10−3
Υ3(4
3D3)γ 0.0490 6.27 × 10−5
Υ3(3
3G3)γ 1.82 2.33 × 10−3
hb3(1
1F3)γ 4.94 × 10−5 6.32 × 10−8
BB 13.7 MeV 17.5
BB∗ 24.7 MeV 31.6
B∗B∗ 39.3 MeV 50.2
BsBs 0.0849 MeV 0.109
BsB
∗
s 0.0947 MeV 0.121
B∗sB
∗
s 0.373 MeV 0.477
Total 78.2 MeV 100
TABLE XXXVII: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-
allowed strong decay, annihilation decay, and radiative transition and
the total widths for 43F3 and 4
3F4 bottomonium states. The width re-
sults are in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
χb3(4
3F3) Υ2(1
3D2)γ 0.232 3.28 × 10−4
Υ3(1
3D3)γ 0.00934 1.32 × 10−5
Υ2(2
3D2)γ 0.649 9.17 × 10−4
Υ3(2
3D3)γ 0.0417 5.89 × 10−5
Υ2(3
3D2)γ 1.90 2.68 × 10−3
Υ3(3
3D3)γ 0.166 2.34 × 10−4
Υ2(4
3D2)γ 10.8 1.53 × 10−2
Υ3(4
3D3)γ 1.29 1.82 × 10−3
Υ3(3
3G3)γ 0.127 1.79 × 10−4
Υ4(3
3G4)γ 1.88 2.66 × 10−3
hb3(3
1F3)γ 6.49 × 10−5 9.17 × 10−8
BB∗ 36.9 MeV 52.1
BB(13P0) 1.11 × 10−4 MeV 1.57 × 10−4
B∗B∗ 33.3 MeV 47.0
BsB
∗
s 0.214 MeV 0.303
B∗sB
∗
s 0.400 MeV 0.566
Total 70.8 MeV 100
χb4(4
3F4) Υ3(1
3D3)γ 0.202 3.34 × 10−4
Υ3(2
3D3)γ 0.637 1.05 × 10−3
Υ3(3
3D3)γ 1.94 3.21 × 10−3
Υ3(4
3D3)γ 11.8 1.95 × 10−2
Υ3(3
3G3)γ 0.00166 2.74 × 10−6
Υ4(3
3G4)γ 0.103 1.70 × 10−4
Υ5(3
3G5)γ 1.89 3.12 × 10−3
hb3(2
1F3)γ 3.65 × 10−4 6.03 × 10−7
BB 0.00769 MeV 1.27 × 10−2
BB∗ 3.33 MeV 5.5
B∗B∗ 55.7 MeV 92.1
BsBs 0.272 MeV 0.449
BsB
∗
s 0.192 MeV 0.317
B∗sB
∗
s 0.960 MeV 1.59
Total 60.5 MeV 100
19.8 % while the GI model gives only 7.85 %. Finally,
for the χb4(3
3F4) state we need to emphasize that the
mode BB∗ is important and BsB∗s is negligible because
of the predicted branching ratios of 21.3 % and 9.03 ×
10−4, respectively. However, the prediction of GI model
is completely inconsistent with our result, which is to be
identified in future experiments.
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The numerical results of 4F bottomonia decays are shown
in Tables XXXVI and XXXVI and the predicted total widths
of 4F states are located at near 70 MeV. In their open-
bottom decay channels, the contributions from bottom-strange
mesons are all small, among which the largest is not more than
3 %. The dominant decay modes of hb3(4F) and χbJ(4F) with
J = 2, 3 are B∗B∗ and BB∗, whose the sum of branching ra-
tios is more than 80 %. Only the mode B∗B∗ with branching
ratio 92.1 % governs the χb4(4
3F4) state. The BB channel is
also important for the χb2(4
3F2) state but is negligible for the
χb4(4
3F4) state on account of the branching ratios 17.5 % and
1.27 × 10−4, respectively.
F. G-wave states
G-wave bottomonia are typical high spin states, which are
difficult to be experimentally found in recent years. How-
ever, we still give our predictions of decay behaviors for the
higher G-wave bottomonia with radial quantum number up to
3, which have an extra calculation of 3G bottomonium states
compared to Ref. [26]. The hyperfine mass splittings among
the spin-singlet and spin-triplet states of 2G and 3G are quite
small and the average mass values of 2G and 3G bottomonia
in Table III are 10747 and 10929MeV, respectively, which are
close to those of 4P and 5P bottomonia, respectively. The de-
cay information on partial widths of several decay types and
total widths of 2G and 3G bottomonia are shown in Tables
XXXVIII-XL. For the radiative transition of 2G states, we ob-
tain the behaviors similar to P, D, F-wave states. Hence, we
no longer explain it here. Furthermore, the total widths of 2G
bottomonia are estimated to be about 110 ∼ 160 MeV, which
means that they are all broad states although these values are
significantly small relative to those of the GI model. Since
the mass values of 2G bottomonia do not reach the thresh-
old line of including a P-wave bottom meson, the main decay
modes of 2G states are BB, BB∗ and B∗B∗. The mode BB∗ is
dominant for the Υ3(2
3G3) and Υ4(2
3G4) with branching ra-
tios 50.9 % and 62.5 %, respectively. The mode B∗B∗ with a
branching ratio 76.8 % is critical for the Υ5(2
3G5). Finally,
the modes BB∗ and B∗B∗ have the same importance for the
ηb4(2
1G4) state.
Similarly, the 3G bottomonium states cannot decay into P-
wave bottom mesons on account of the mass values. In Tables
XXXIX and XL, the predicted total widths of ηb4(3G) and
ΥJ(3G) with J = 3, 4, 5 states are 53.3, 39.8, 50.4, and 67.5
MeV, respectively. All the contributions of bottom-strange
mesons to the total widths of 3G states occupy about 4 %.
In addition, the strong decay behaviors of channels BB, BB∗,
and B∗B∗ of 3G bottomonia are almost exactly the same as the
case of 2G bottomonia, which also indicates that the dominant
decay modes of each 2G bottomonium state and correspond-
ing radially excited 3G state are similar to each other.
TABLE XXXVIII: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-
allowed strong decay, and radiative transition and the total widths for
the 2G bottomonium states. The width results are in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
ηb4(2
1G4) hb3(1
1F3)γ 1.44 1.01 × 10−3
hb3(2
1F3)γ 17.1 1.19 × 10−2
Υ3(1
3G3)γ 1.70 × 10−4 1.19 × 10−7
Υ4(1
3G4)γ 6.57 × 10−5 4.59 × 10−8
Υ5(1
3G5)γ 5.19 × 10−6 3.63 × 10−9
BB∗ 77.3 MeV 54.0
B∗B∗ 65.8 MeV 46.0
Total 143.1 MeV 100
Υ3(2
3G3) χb2(1
3F2)γ 1.43 1.29 × 10−3
χb3(1
3F3)γ 0.0874 7.89 × 10−5
χb4(1
3F4)γ 9.33 × 10−4 8.42 × 10−7
χb2(2
3F2)γ 16.0 1.44 × 10−2
χb3(2
3F3)γ 1.33 1.20 × 10−3
χb4(2
3F4)γ 0.0203 1.83 × 10−5
ηb4(1
1G4)γ 7.15 × 10−7 6.45 × 10−10
BB 19.4 MeV 17.5
BB∗ 56.4 MeV 50.9
B∗B∗ 35.0 MeV 31.6
BsBs 0.00886 MeV 8.00 × 10−3
Total 110.8 MeV 100
Υ4(2
3G4) χb3(1
3F3)γ 1.37 9.82 × 10−4
χb4(1
3F4)γ 0.0651 4.67 × 10−5
χb3(2
3F3)γ 16.0 1.15 × 10−2
χb4(2
3F4)γ 1.03 7.38 × 10−4
ηb4(1
1G4)γ 5.62 × 10−5 4.03 × 10−8
BB∗ 87.3 MeV 62.5
B∗B∗ 52.3 MeV 37.5
Total 139.5 MeV 100
Υ5(2
3G5) χb4(1
3F4)γ 1.37 8.59 × 10−4
χb4(2
3F4)γ 16.6 1.04 × 10−2
ηb4(1
1G4)γ 1.87 × 10−4 1.17 × 10−7
BB 15.7 MeV 9.87
BB∗ 21.3 MeV 13.4
B∗B∗ 122 MeV 76.8
BsBs 1.50 × 10−5 MeV 9.38 × 10−6
Total 159.4 MeV 100
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TABLE XXXIX: Partial widths and branching ratios of the OZI-
allowed strong decay, and radiative transition and the total widths for
31G4 and 3
3G3 bottomonium states. The width results are in units of
keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
ηb4(3
1G4) hb3(1
1F3)γ 0.317 5.95 × 10−4
hb3(2
1F3)γ 1.74 3.26 × 10−3
hb3(3
1F3)γ 14.2 2.66 × 10−2
Υ3(2
3G3)γ 1.74 × 10−4 3.26 × 10−7
Υ4(2
3G4)γ 7.11 × 10−5 1.33 × 10−7
Υ5(2
3G5)γ 8.31 × 10−6 1.56 × 10−8
BB∗ 21.7 MeV 40.6
B∗B∗ 29.5 MeV 55.3
BsB
∗
s 0.973 MeV 1.82
B∗sB
∗
s 1.18 MeV 2.21
Total 53.3 MeV 100
Υ3(3
3G3) χb2(1
3F2)γ 0.328 8.24 × 10−4
χb3(1
3F3)γ 0.0152 3.82 × 10−5
χb4(1
3F4)γ 1.02 × 10−4 2.56 × 10−7
χb2(2
3F2)γ 1.75 4.40 × 10−3
χb3(2
3F3)γ 0.111 2.79 × 10−4
χb4(2
3F4)γ 0.00126 3.17 × 10−6
χb2(3
3F2)γ 13.5 3.39 × 10−2
χb3(3
3F3)γ 1.14 2.86 × 10−3
χb4(3
3F4)γ 0.0173 4.35 × 10−5
ηb4(1
1G4)γ 2.18 × 10−6 5.48 × 10−9
BB 4.88 MeV 12.2
BB∗ 20.1 MeV 50.4
B∗B∗ 13.2 MeV 33.3
BsBs 0.336 MeV 0.844
BsB
∗
s 0.00500 MeV 1.26 × 10−2
B∗sB
∗
s 1.27 MeV 3.20
Total 39.8 MeV 100
V. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SCREENING
POTENTIAL AND COUPLED-CHANNEL QUARKMODELS
The screening potential model adopted in this work and the
coupled-channel quark model are typical unquenched quark
models. In Ref. [50], the authors compared the results from
the screening potential model and the coupled-channel model
by taking a charmonium spectrum as an example, which, to
some extent, reflects the equivalence between the screening
potential model and the coupled-channel quark model.
We notice that Ferretti and Santopinto [31] studied the bot-
tomonium spectrum below 10.6 GeV by the coupled-channel
TABLE XL: Partial widths and branching ratios of OZI-allowed
strong decay and, radiative transition and the total widths for 33G4
and 33G5 bottomonium states. The width results are in units of keV.
State Channels Width B(%)
Υ4(3
3G4) χb3(1
3F3)γ 0.304 6.03 × 10−4
χb4(1
3F4)γ 0.0108 2.14 × 10−5
χb3(2
3F3)γ 1.66 3.29 × 10−3
χb4(2
3F4)γ 0.0821 1.63 × 10−4
χb3(3
3F3)γ 13.3 2.64 × 10−2
χb4(3
3F4)γ 0.852 1.69 × 10−3
ηb4(2
1G4)γ 5.91 × 10−5 1.17 × 10−7
BB∗ 26.1 MeV 51.7
B∗B∗ 22.4 MeV 44.5
BsB
∗
s 0.780 MeV 1.55
B∗sB
∗
s 1.11 MeV 2.21
Total 50.4 MeV 100
Υ5(3
3G5) χb4(1
3F4)γ 0.299 4.43 × 10−4
χb4(2
3F4)γ 1.67 2.47 × 10−3
χb4(3
3F4)γ 14.1 2.09 × 10−2
ηb4(2
1G4)γ 1.90 × 10−4 2.81 × 10−7
BB 5.16 MeV 7.65
BB∗ 3.02 MeV 4.47
B∗B∗ 56.5 MeV 83.7
BsBs 0.306 MeV 0.453
BsB
∗
s 0.950 MeV 1.41
B∗sB
∗
s 1.56 MeV 2.31
Total 67.5 MeV 100
quark model, which makes us have a chance to test the equiv-
alence of two unquenched quark models further. In Fig. 4, we
compare the results, which are from the present work obtained
by the screening potential model and from a coupled-channel
quark model [31]. In general, these two unquenched quark
models present the comparable results, which again supports
the conclusions of Ref. [50]. Surely, we also find the differ-
ences in the results from two unquenched quark models for the
3P and 1D states. This fact shows some differences between
the screening potential and the coupled-channel quark models.
After all, they are two approaches to phenomenologically de-
scribe the unquenched effects. Besides, the effects of nearby
thresholds are important for some higher bottomonia, which
cannot be normally reflected in the screening potential model.
To explore the strength of this effect in the bottomonium sys-
tem, we will take Υ(4S ) and Υ(5S ) states as an example to
calculate their mass shifts in the coupled-channel model [67].
In Ref. [67], the inverse meson propagator can be presented
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as
P
−1(s) = m20 − s +
∑
n
(ReΠn(s) + iImΠn(s)) , (13)
where m0 is the mass of a bare state, and ReΠn(s) and ImΠn(s)
are real and imaginary parts of the self-energy function for
the n-th decay channel, respectively. The bare mass m0 can
be obtained from the GI model [46]. To obtain the mass of a
physical state, the P−1(s) can be expressed in the Breit-Wigner
representation
P
−1(s) = m(s)2 − s + imBWΓtot(s), (14)
where m(s)2 = m2
0
+
∑
n ReΠn(s) and Γtot(s) =
∑
n ImΠn(s)
mBW
. The
physical mass mBW can be determined by solving an equa-
tion m(s)2 − s = 0. Furthermore, the imaginary of the self-
energy function ImΠn(s) can be related to the amplitude of
the 3P0 model by applying the Cutkosky rule and the corre-
sponding ReΠn(s) can also be obtained by the dispersion re-
lation. The parameter γ0 in the
3P0 model can be fixed by fit-
ting the experimental width of Υ(4S ) and Υ(5S ), which gives
us γ0 = 0.337 for the bottomonium system. By calculation
of the coupled-channel model, we obtain the physical mass
mBW(4S ) = 10.592 GeV and mBW(5S ) = 10.838 GeV. Com-
paring the above results and those from our screening poten-
tial model, we find that mass differences between two models
are 20 MeV and 16 MeV for Υ(4S ) and Υ(5S ) states, respec-
tively. These results show that the effects of nearby thresholds
are essential for the bottomonium system, but on the other
hand, they are also within our expectations. Generally, the
contributions of effects of nearby thresholds to higher bot-
tomonia should be systematically calculated in the coupled-
channel model, which can be considered for further research
in the future.
In addition, when comparing our results of average mass
of these 3P states with those from other models [26, 27, 31],
we notice that our results are in agreement with those given
in Refs. [26, 27, 31]. In Ref. [31], the authors specified the
coupled-channel effect on the mass splittings for the χbJ(3P)
states. If further focusing on the mass splittings of χbJ(3P)
states, there exist differences among different model calcula-
tions [26, 27, 31]. It is obvious that the theoretical and exper-
imental study on this mass splittings of χbJ(3P) states will be
an intriguing research topic in future.
VI. SUMMARY
As we all know, the screening effect usually plays a very
important role for highly excited mesons. It affects the mass
values, wave functions of mesons and hence, estimates of cor-
responding decay behaviors. Motivated by the recent studies
of bottomonium properties in the framework of the Godfrey-
Isgur relativized quark model [26], we have performed the
most comprehensive study on the properties of bottomonium
family by using the modified Godfrey-Isgur model with a
screening effect. We have studied radiative transition, annihi-
lation decay, hadronic transition, and OZI-allowed two-body
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FIG. 4: A comparison of the results of our screening potential model
and those obtained by a coupled-channel quark model [31].
strong decay of bb¯ states. Our calculated numerical results
indicate that our predictions for the properties of higher bot-
tomonia are quite different from the conclusion of GI model.
Hence, we also expect that this work could provide some valu-
able results to the future research of bottomonium in experi-
ment.
Our work in this paper can be divided into two parts, study
of mass spectrum and study of decay behaviors of bottomo-
nium states. Furthermore, we have focused our main attention
on the prediction and analysis of higher bottomonia due to
significant reflection of the screening effect. Firstly, we have
taken advantage of the measured mass of 18 observed bot-
tomonium states in Table II to fit eight undetermined parame-
ters of the modified GI model in Table I. It can be found that
our theoretical mass values have been greatly improved com-
pared to those of the GI model. At the same time, our results
have been well matched with experimental results. Based on
the above preparation, the predicted mass spectrum of bot-
tomonium states has been given in Table III. It is interesting
to note that the mass values of Υ(7S ) and Υ(8S ) are predicted
as 11157 and 11296 MeV, respectively, which are higher than
the measured mass of Υ(11020) only by 154 and 293 MeV,
respectively.
Classifed in L, the decay properties of bottomonium states
have been separately discussed in accordance with mass val-
ues above and below the open-bottom threshold. We have
found that a screening effect is weak for the decay behaviors
of the most bottomonium states below the threshold, whose
estimates are similar to those of the GI model. For the higher
bottomonium states above the threshold, the screening effect
has become important. We have obtained fairly inconsistent
conclusion on characteristic decay behaviors of bottomonium
mesons between the GI model with and without screening ef-
fects. Here, we have provided results to check the validity of
our model in future experiments.
In the following years, exploration for higher bottomonium
states will become a major topic in the future LHCb and forth-
coming Belle II experiments. Until then, the highly excited
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states that are still missing are likely to be found. Moreover,
some hidden experimental information of observed bb¯ states
can be further perfected. In this work, we have provided abun-
dant theoretical information for higher bottomonia, which is
helpful for piloting experiments to search for these missing
bottomonium states.
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Appendix A: Theoretical models of decay behaviors
In this Appendix, we give all the formulas necessary for
calculating radiative transitions, annihilation decays, hadronic
transitions, and two-body OZI-allowed strong decays.
1. Radiative transitions
The radiative transitions of a heavy quarkonium are impor-
tant in the sense that radiative decays not only are main decay
channels of some particles below the open-flavor threshold,
but help us better understand the inner structure of a quarko-
nium, i.e., wave functions and interactions of QQ¯. For the E1
transition process, n2S+1LJ → n′2S+1L′J′ + γ of charmonium,
the partial width is given by [68],
ΓE1 =
4
3
αe2bω
3δL,L′±1Ci f
∣∣∣〈ψ f |r|ψi〉∣∣∣2 (A1)
with
Ci f = max(L, L
′)(2J′ + 1)
{
L′ J′ S
J L 1
}2
, (A2)
where the eb is a bottom quark charge in units of |e| and α
is a fine-structure constant, ω is an emitted photon energy
and 〈ψ f |r|ψi〉 is the transition matrix element which has the
integral form
∫ ∞
0
Rn′L′ (r)rRnL(r)r
2dr. Here the radial wave
function RnL(r) is obtained from the modified GI model us-
ing parameters listed in Table I, and they are the same in the
calculation of M1 radiative transitions.
The partial width of the M1 radiative transion with the spin
flip from the initial state n2S+1LJ to the final state n
′2S ′+1LJ′
can be written as [69]
ΓM1 =
4αe2
b
ω3
3m2
b
δS ,S ′±1
2J′ + 1
2L + 1
∣∣∣∣∣
〈
ψ f
∣∣∣∣∣ j0
(
ωr
2
)∣∣∣∣∣ψi
〉∣∣∣∣∣
2
(A3)
with
〈
ψ f
∣∣∣∣∣ j0
(
ωr
2
)∣∣∣∣∣ψi
〉
=
∫ ∞
0
Rn′L′ (r) j0
(
ωr
2
)
RnL(r)r
2dr, (A4)
where mb is the mass of a bottom quark, j0(
ωr
2
) is the spher-
ical Bessel function and other parameters have been defined
above. The results of radiative transition will be discussed in
Secs. III and IV.
2. Annihilation decays
The annihilation decay of a heavy quarkonium is important
especially for those low excited states below the open-flavor
threshold, where the annihilation decay to gluons is dominant.
Furthermore, the decay mode is generally available in exper-
iments, in which a vector meson 3S 1 or
3D1 generates lepton
pairs, i.e., e+e−, µ+µ−, and τ+τ−. The measured branching ra-
tios of lepton-pair decays can also be used to judge whether
experimental XYZ exotic states are treated as conventional
mesons or not because this ratio is usually very small for the
multiquark states [70]. It is important to study the annihilation
decays of bottomonium states into gluons, light quarks, lep-
tons, and photons in this paper, and the general formulas for
annihilation decays of a heavy quarkonium have been exten-
sively studied by using perturbative QCD methods [71–83].
The most important feature of annihilation decays is that the
probability of annihilation is related to the zero point of the
meson wave function or its n-th order derivative where n cor-
responds to the orbital angular momentum of a meson, i.e.,
n = L. For the lepton pair annihilation decay of 3S 1 or
3D1
bottomonium state, this process occurs via a virtual photon in
the tree level, and their width expression with the first-order
QCD radiative corrections can be found in Ref. [77, 83]. The
formulas for annihilation processes n3S 1 → ggg, n3S 1 → γγγ
and n3S 1 → ggγ and the annihilation modes of P-wave states
including QCD radiative corrections are given in Ref. [77].
The general expressions for the decays into two gluons and
two photon of spin singlet state with an arbitrary total angu-
lar momentum are given in Ref. [78]. Finally, for the bot-
tomonium states with the higher angular momentum, the au-
thors of Ref. [79, 80] have given complete expressions for
the annihilation decay to three gluons for the D-wave spin-
triplet states. In Refs. [81, 82], the annihilation decay of
the F-wave spin-triplet states into two gluons was also stud-
ied. Fortunately, the authors of Ref. [26] have summarized
all these lowest-order annihilation decay formulas with the
first order QCD corrections of a heavy quarkonium from S -
wave to G-wave states. Hence, we do not specifically list
these formulas here. It is worth noticing that according to
the formula of Ref. [77] and our model input, we recalculate
each coefficient of first order radiative corrections for the pro-
cesses χb0(nP) → gg and χb2(nP) → gg. The radiative cor-
rection terms for χb0(5P, 6P) and χb2(5P, 6P) states are also
added in this work. We find that the coefficient C(nP) in the
radiative correction term C(nP)αs/π of the above processes
are modified only for the radial excited states, χb0(3P) and
χb2(2, 3, 4P). The corresponding constants C(nP)’s are 10.4,
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0.89, 1.59 and 2.10, respectively. The correction constants for
χb0(5, 6P) and χb2(5, 6P) are also estimated to be 10.6, 10.7,
2.50 and 2.85, respectively. Finally, we need to emphasize
that some of parameters in the annihilation decay calculations
are given by mb=5.027 GeV, αs(bb¯)=0.18 and α = 1/137.
3. hadronic transitions
The hadronic transition of a heavy quarkonium usually
refers to the release of a light hadronwhen the QQ¯ state moves
to a lower energy level, which is very critical in the search
for some bottomonium particles below open-bottom thresh-
olds. In this work, the hadronic transitions of bottomonia will
be studied in the framework of the QCD multipole expansion
method, in which the hadronic transition is described as first
emitting one gluon from a heavy quark to form the interme-
diate hybrid state with a color octet QQ¯ pair and then recom-
bine themselves into a light hadronwith another emitted gluon
via the hadronization process. Since the mass difference of a
heavy quarkonium between before and after the transition is
usually small, the wavelengths of emitted gluons are gener-
ally far larger than the radius of the heavy quarkonium. Sim-
ilar to electromagnetic radiation, gluon field can be treated in
the multipole expansion form in this situation ,which was first
proposed in Ref. [84]. Next, we briefly introduce the QCD
multipole expansion method and more details can be found in
the review article Ref. [85].
The quark and gluon fields are assumed to be ψ(x) and
Aaµ(x), respectively and are transformed as
Ψ(x, t) = U−1(x, t)ψ(x),
λa
2
Aa′µ (x, t) = U
−1(x, t)
λa
2
Aaµ(x)U(x, t)
− i
gs
U−1(x, t)∂µU(x, t) (A5)
by the introduction of an operator U(x, t) defined as
U(x, t) = P exp
[
igs
∫ x
X
λa
2
Aa(x′, t)dx′
]
, (A6)
where P is the path-ordering operator and x is the mass cen-
ter of a quarkonium. In fact, this transformation indicates that
Ψ(x, t) dressed by gluons plays a role of a constituent quark
in the effective Lagrangian of system which can be obtained
in Ref. [86]. As mentioned above, the process of launch-
ing gluons of heavy quarkonium can be treated by the multi-
pole expansion method where in the zero position, the emitted
transformed gluon field A′µ(x, t) can be expanded as
A′0(x, t) = A
′
0(0, t) − x · E(0, t) + · · · ,
A′(x, t) = −1
2
x × B(0, t) + · · · (A7)
on the basis of effective Lagrangian, the correspondingHamil-
tonian can be derived as the follow form [86]
H
e f f
QCD
= H
(0)
QCD
+ H
(1)
QCD
+ H
(2)
QCD
, (A8)
where the H
(0)
QCD
is part of kinetic and potential energy of
heavy quarkonium field which is not the simple Hamiltonian
of free field but already contains relatively strong interac-
tion, and the H
(1)
QCD
and H
(2)
QCD
are usually seen as a perturba-
tion which consist of the interactions of color charge, color-
electric dipole moment and color-magnetic dipole moment
as well as higher order multipole momentum of quarkonium
field, respectively. The general formula of S-matrix element
in the QCD multipole expansion is given in Ref.[87]. Here,
we only focus on the spin-nonflip ππ transitions which were
dominated by double electric-dipole (E1-E1) transitions since
other transitions including spin-flip ππ processes where E1-
M1 transition is main and spin-nonflip η decays which are
contributed by E1-M2 andM1-M1 transitions are usually sup-
pressed compared with the E1-E1 transitions. Starting from
the general formula of S-matrix, the amplitude of spin-nonflip
ππ transitions can be written as [86–88]
ME1E1 = i
g2
E
6
〈ΦFh |x¯ · E 1
EI − H(0)QCD − iD0
x¯ · E|ΦI〉, (A9)
where |ΦI〉 and 〈ΦFh| are initial quarkonium and final quarko-
nium and light hadron, respectivrly. x¯ is the separation of
heavy quark and anti-quark and (D0)bc = δbc∂0 − gs fabcAa0.
After inserting a complete set of intermediate states, this tran-
sition amplitude can be divided into two parts which are a
heavy quark MGE (multipole gluon emission) factor and an
H (hadronization) factor, respectively and the concrete form
is given by [88]
ME1E1 = i
g2
E
6
∑
KL
〈ΦF |x¯k|KL〉 〈KL|x¯l|ΦI〉
EI − EKL 〈ππ|E
a
k E
a
l |0〉 .
(A10)
As for the MGE factor which has two electric dipole factors,
the initial state |ΦI〉 first transforms to the intermediate vibra-
tional state 〈KL| formed by the color-octet quarkonium and
gulon called as a hybrid state. Since this three-body bound
state cannot be solved by the QCD, we use the quark confin-
ing string (QCS) model [89–91] as a viable approach to cal-
culate the intermediate hybrid, which will be mentioned later.
The part of an MGE factor can be calculated by appllying the
eigenvalue and the wave function of an intermediate hybrid,
initial and final quarkonium states. The H factor 〈ππ|Ea
k
Ea
l
|0〉
clearly reflects the process of two emitted gluons transform-
ing to the light hadrons after hadronization. This H factor is
highly nonperturbative due to the low scale of energy. Hence,
this matrix element can not be also directly obtained by the
QCD, however, a phenomenological approximation can be
given by using the partially conserved axial-vector current and
soft pion theorem [88, 92]. Based on the above treatments, the
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final transition rate is given by [88]
Γ(φI → φF + ππ) =δlI lF δJI JF
(
G|C1|2 − 2
3
H|C2|2
)
|A1|2
+ (2lI + 1)(2lF + 1)(2JF + 1)
×
∑
k
(2k + 1)
[
1 + (−1)k
] {s lF JF
k JI lI
}2
× H|C2|2|A2|2 (A11)
with
A1 =
∑
L
(2L + 1)
(
lI 1 L
0 0 0
) (
L 1 lI
0 0 0
)
f L11IF , (A12)
A2 =
∑
L
(2L + 1)
(
lF 1 L
0 0 0
) (
L 1 lI
0 0 0
) {
lI L 1
1 k lF
}
f L11IF ,
(A13)
where C1 and C2 are parameters which are determined by the
processes of Υ(2S ) → Υ(1S )ππ and Υ(1D) → Υ(1S )ππ, re-
spectively. The symbols lI(lF), JI(JF) are the orbital and total
angular momentum of initial (final) state, respectively and the
spin s does not change after the reaction. The f
LPI PF
IF
has the
following structure
f
LPI PF
IF
=
∑
K
1
MI − MKL
∫
dr r2+PF RF (r)RKL(r)
×
∫
dr′r′2+PI RKL(r′)RI(r′), (A14)
where MKL and RKL(r) are the mass and radial wave function
of the intermediate state, respectively. The phase-space fac-
tors G and H are written as
G =
3
4
MF
MI
π3
∫
dM2ππ K
(
1 − 4m
2
π
M2ππ
)1/2
(M2ππ − 2m2π)2, (A15)
H =
1
20
MF
MI
π3
∫
dM2ππK
(
1 − 4m
2
π
M2ππ
)1/2 [
(M2ππ − 4m2π)2
×
(
1 +
2
3
K2
M2ππ
)
+
8K4
15M4ππ
(M4ππ + 2m
2
πM
2
ππ + 6m
4
π)
]
,
(A16)
with K given by
K =
√[
(MI + MF )2 − M2ππ
] [
(MI − MF)2 − M2ππ
]
2MI
. (A17)
The intermediate hybrid states can be described by the
quark confining string (QCS) model [89–91], in which we
consider that the quark and anti-quark are connected by an
appropriate color electric flux tube or string. If the string is
in the ground state, the system of a quark-antiquark pair is
a meson where the string corresponds to the strong confine-
ment interaction. The vibration of the string means a new
state with gluon excitation effects, which is composed of the
excited gluon field and quark-antiquark pair, i.e., the so-called
hybrid state. For this vibrational mode, assuming both ends of
a string are fixed because of too heavy quark masses, then the
effective vibrational potential can be given by [90]
Vn(r) = σ(r)r
(
1 − 2nπ
2nπ + σ(r)[(r − 2d)2 + 4d2]
)− 1
2
(A18)
with
d =
1
4
σ(r)r2
αn
2mb + σ(r)rαn
, (A19)
where d is the correction of finite heavy quark mass and n
indicates the excitation level. The αn related to the shape of
the vibrational string [90] is taken as
√
1.5, which is consis-
tent with Ref. [27] and is insensitive to our mass spectrum of
hybrid states.
The potential of a hybrid meson can be expressed as [91]
Vhyb(r) = VG(r) + VS (r) + [Vn(r) − σ(r)r] , (A20)
where VG(r) is one-gluon exchange potential and VS (r) is a
color confining potential. It is easy to see that the above poten-
tial becomes a general QQ¯ interaction when n = 0 for the vi-
brational potential Vn. For theoretical self-consistency, forms
of VG(r) and VS (r) are taken from our modified GI model and
due to a screening effect, the effective string tension σ(r) is
not a constant but rather a function of a distance r of Q and Q¯.
The specific expressions of potentials VG(r) and VS (r) can be
written as
VG(r) = − 4αs(r)
3r
,
VS (r) = σ(r)r + c (A21)
with
αs(r) =
∑
k
αk
2√
π
∫ γkr
0
e−x
2
dx,
σ(r) = b(1 − e−µr)/(µr). (A22)
Solving the Schro¨dinger equation for a hybrid meson, one
obtains the mass spectrum and corresponding wave function
of a hybrid state, which are used to calculate the width of
hadronic transition by Eq. (A11). Nevertheless, we have to
emphasize that the QCD multipole expansion is dependent on
the inputs and has its own error due to theoretical uncertain-
ties. Hence, we should regard the calculated width of hadronic
transition as rough estimates rather than precise results. In ad-
dition, considering that there may be a more complex mech-
anism of hadronic transition for highly excited states, we fo-
cus on the hadronic transition of the bottomonium states only
below open-bottom threshold in this work. The numerical re-
sults of hadronic decay will be discussed in Secs. III and it
should be noted that the GI’s results of hadronic transition Ref.
[26] are derived from the reduced matrix elements, which are
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obtained by measured transition rates rather than direct calcu-
lations. Here, we adopt the direct QCD multipole-expansion
method to calculate a partial width of hadronic transition of
bottomonium states and it is also useful to make a comparison
with the results of Ref. [26].
4. Two-body OZI-allowed strong decays
Quark-Pair Creation (QPC) model is applicable to the cal-
culation of OZI allowed hadron strong decays. This model is
proposed by the Micu [93] at the earliest in 1968 and it has
been further developed by the Orsay Group [94–97] which
is one of the most popular phenomenological method to deal
with the OZI allowed strong decays and has been greatly used
in the calculation of strong decay. The model assumes that a
created quark-antiquark pair qq¯ from the vacuum is a 3P0 state
which has spin-parity JPC = 0++, so the model also known as
3P0 model. In the following, we will briefly introduce this
model. For the OZI allowed strong decay process A → B+C,
the transition operators T can be expressed as
T = −3γ
∑
m
〈1m; 1 − m|00〉
∫
dp3dp4δ
3(p3 + p4)
×Y1m
(
p3 − p4
2
)
χ341,−mφ
34
0 ω
34
0 b
†
3i
(p3)d
†
4 j
(p4). (A23)
where Ylm (p) = plYlm(θp, φp) is a solid spherical harmonic
function and b
†
3
(d
†
4
) is quark (antiquark) creation operator,
φ34
0
= (uu¯ + dd¯ + ss¯)/
√
3 and ω34
0
are SU(3) flavor and color
wave function of vacuum quark pair respectively, and the di-
mensionless parameter γ describes the strength of creating a
quark-antiquark pair from the vacuum. γ value for ss¯ pair
creation is generally more than a factor of 1/
√
3 compared to
that of uu¯/dd¯ pair creation. The reason of the existence of
factor 1/
√
3 is in order to show the SU(3) symmetry breaking
[51, 94–98]. The transition matrix of decay process can be
written as
〈BC|T |A〉 = δ3(PB + PC)MMJA MJB MJc , (A24)
where PB and PC are the momenta of final meson B and
C in the center frame of initial meson A, respectively, and
MMJA MJB MJc is the decay amplitude. The mock state |D〉where
D is an arbitrary state including initial state A and final state
B,C [99] has the form
|D(n2S+1LJMJ )(PD)〉
=
√
2E
∑
MS ,ML
〈LML; S MS |JMJ〉χDS ,Ms
×φDωD
∫
dp1dp2δ
3(PD − p1 − p2)
×ΨDnLML (p1, p2)|q1(p1)q¯2(p2)〉, (A25)
where the front factor E is particle energy and ΨD
nLML
(p1, p2),
χD, φD and ωD donate spatial, spin, flavor and color wave
function of meson D, respectively, and 〈LML; S MS |JMJ〉 is
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. For the spatial wave function
of initial and final states, we use the exact eigenfunctions
by solving Schro¨dinger equation in potential models rather
than simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) wave function. Com-
bined Eqs. (A23)-(A24) and Eq. (A25), the decay amplitude
MMJA MJB MJc can be derived.
For the convenience of experimental measurement the de-
cay amplitudes could be related to the helicity partial wave
amplitudes by Jacob-Wick formula [100]
MJL(P) =
√
2L + 1
2JA + 1
∑
MJB MJC
〈L0; JMJA |JAMJA〉
×〈JBMJB ; JC MJC |JAMJA〉MMJA MJB MJC ,(A26)
where J and L are the total and orbital angular momenta be-
tween final state B and C respectively and P = PB. Finally,
the partial width of the A → BC can be written as
ΓA→BC = π2
|PB|
m2
A
∑
J,L
|MJL(P)|2, (A27)
where mA is the mass of the initial state A. In addition, in
the calculations of strong decay, the constituent quark mass of
bottom, up/down and strange quark are taken as 5.027, 0.22
and 0.419 GeV, respectively.
Appendix B: Interaction potentials in the modified GI model
In this Appendix, we will list the semi-relativistic effective
potentials in the modified GI model with a screening effect for
the bottomonium system [47]
V˜e f f (p, r) = V˜
con f + V˜hyp + V˜ so. (B1)
Here, the first term, spin-independent potential V˜con f , can be
written as
V˜con f =
(
1 +
p2
EbEb¯
)1/2
G˜(r)
(
1 +
p2
EbEb¯
)1/2
+ S˜ (r), (B2)
where G˜(r) and S˜ (r) are the smearing one-gluon ex-
change and screening confinement interactions, respectively.
Eb=
√
m2
b
+ p2 and Eb¯=
√
m2
b¯
+ p2 are the energy of bottom
and anti-bottom quark in bottomonium, respectively. The sec-
ond term V˜hyp is the color-hyperfine interaction, which reads
V˜hyp = V˜ tensor + V˜c (B3)
with
V˜ tensor = −
Sb · r Sb¯ · r/r
2 − 1
3
Sb · Sb¯
mbmb¯

(
∂2
∂r2
− 1
r
∂
∂r
)
G˜t12,
(B4)
V˜c =
2Sb · Sb¯
3mbmb¯
∇2G˜c12, (B5)
where V˜ tensor and V˜c are the tensor and contact hyperfine po-
tentials, respectively. The G˜t
12
and G˜c
12
reflect a relativistic
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momentum-independentcorrection to the one-gluon exchange
potential, which can be obtained from Eq. (7) and their spe-
cific expressions are
G˜t12 =
(
mbmb¯
EbEb¯
)1/2+ǫt
G˜(r)
(
mbmb¯
EbEb¯
)1/2+ǫt
, (B6)
G˜c12 =
(
mbmb¯
EbEb¯
)1/2+ǫc
G˜(r)
(
mbmb¯
EbEb¯
)1/2+ǫc
, (B7)
respectively, with constant parameters ǫt and ǫc. The last term
V˜ so is the spin-orbit coupling and it includes vector and scalar
spin-orbit potentials, namely,
V˜ so = V˜ so(v) + V˜ so(s), (B8)
where
V˜ so(v) =
Sb · L
2m2
b
r
∂G˜
so(v)
11
∂r
+
Sb¯ · L
2m2
b¯
r
∂G˜
so(v)
22
∂r
+
(Sb + Sb¯) · L
mbmb¯r
∂G˜
so(v)
12
∂r
, (B9)
V˜ so(s) = −Sb · L
2m2
b
r
∂S˜
so(s)
11
∂r
− Sb¯ · L
2m2
b¯
r
∂S˜
so(s)
22
∂r
. (B10)
Here, the G˜
so(v)
i j
and S˜
so(s)
ii
are also the momentum-dependent
corrections for the vector and scalar spin-orbit interactions,
respectively, which are given by
G˜
so(v)
i j
=
(
mim j
EiE j
)1/2+ǫso(v)
G˜(r)
(
mim j
EiE j
)1/2+ǫso(v)
, (B11)
S˜
so(s)
ii
=
m
2
i
E2
i

1/2+ǫso(s)
S˜ (r)
m
2
i
E2
i

1/2+ǫso(s)
, (B12)
where the subscripts i( j)=1, 2 denote bottom and anti-bottom
quark, respectively.
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